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Zusammenfassung

Die Untersuchung des Phasendiagramms der Quantenchromodynamik (QCD) ist von
großer Bedeutung zur Beschreibung der Eigenschaften von Neutronensternen oder Schw-
erionenkollisionen. Aufgrund des Vorzeichenproblems der Gitter-QCD bei endlichem
chemischen Potential benötigen wir effektive Theorien zur Beschreibung der QCD bei
endlicher Dichte. Wir verwenden hier dreidimensionale Polyakov-Loop Theorien zur
Analyse der Phasendiagramme QCD-artiger Theorien. Insbesondere untersuchen wir
den Fall schwerer Quarks, für den wir diese effektiven Theorien durch Entwicklung nach
inverser Kopplung und inverser Quarkmasse systematisch herleiten und Ordnung für
Ordung verbessert können. Da die von uns untersuchten QCD-artigen Theorien kein
Vorzeichenproblem aufweisen, ist es uns möglich, unsere Resultate mit Daten von ab-
inito Gittersimulationen dieser Theorien zu vergleichen, um qualitative und quantita-
tive Aussagen über Anwendbarkeit und Gültigkeitsbereich der effektiven Theorien zu
machen.
Wir starten mit der Herleitung der effektiven Theorien bis zur übernächsten Ordnung
im sogenannten Hoppingparameter, invers zur Quarkmasse, für Zwei-Farb-QCD und G2-
QCD. Dies sind QCD-artige Theorien mit nur zwei anstelle der üblichen drei Farben bzw.
mit Eichgruppe G2 anstelle der SU(3) der QCD. Wir beginnen die Analyse der Phasendi-
agramme bei endlicher Temperatur, um die effektive Theorie und ihre numerische Imple-
mentierung zu testen. Darüber hinaus können wir Vorhersagen für den Deconfinement-
Phasenübergang in G2 Yang-Mills-Theorie treffen. Schlussendlich wenden wir uns der
kalten und dichten Region der Phasendiagramme zu. Hier beobachten wir, dass die
Baryonendichte abrupt mit dem chemischen Potential für Quarks an zu wachsen be-
ginnt, sobald diese die halbe Diquarkmasse erreicht hat. Bei verschwindender Tem-
peratur erwartet man, dass dies in einem Quantenphasenübergang mit Bose-Einstein-
Kondensation der Diquarks passiert, der im Gegensatz zum Flüssig-Gas-Übergang der
QCD kontinuierlich ist. In der Tat finden wir sehr gute Evidenz dafür, dass die effektiven
Gittertheorien für schwere Quarks diesen qualitativen Unterschied zwischen Übergängen
erster und zweiter Ordnung beschreiben können. Bei noch größerem chemischen Poten-
tial finden wir einen Anstieg des Polyakov-Loop und der Teilchenzahldichte der Quarks
bis hin zur charakteristischen Sättigung der jeweiligen Theorie auf einem endlichen Git-
ter.
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Abstract

The exploration of the phase diagram of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is of great
importance to describe e.g. the properties of neutron stars or heavy-ion collisions. Due to
the sign problem of lattice QCD at finite chemical potential we need effective theories to
study QCD at finite density. Here, we will use a three-dimensional Polyakov-loop theory
to study the phase diagrams of QCD-like theories. In particular, we investigate the heavy
quark limit of the QCD-like theories where the effective theory can be derived from the
full theory by a combined strong coupling and hopping expansion. This expansion can
be systematically improved order by order. Since there is no sign problem for the QCD-
like theories we consider, we can compare our results to data from lattice calculations of
the full theories to make qualitative and quantitative statements of the effective theory’s
validity.
We start by deriving the effective theory up to next-to-next-to leading-oder, in particular
for two-color and G2-QCD where replace the three colors in QCD with only two colors
or respectively replace the gauge group SU(3) of QCD with G2. We will then apply the
effective theory at finite temperature mainly to test the theory and the implementation
but also to make some predictions for the deconfinement phase transition in G2 Yang-
Mills theory. Finally, we will turn our attention to the cold and dense regime of the phase
diagram where we observe a sharp increase of the baryon density with the quark chemical
potential µ, when µ reaches half the diquark mass. At vanishing temperature this is
expected to happen in a quantum phase transition with Bose-Einstein-condensation of
diquarks. In contrast to the liquid-gas transition in QCD, the phase transition to the
Bose-Einstein condensate is continuous. We find evidence that the effective theories for
heavy quarks are able to describe the qualitative difference between first and second
order phase transitions. For even higher µ we find the rise of the Polyakov loop as well
as the quark number density up to the characteristic saturation of the respective Theory
on a finite lattice.
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1
Introduction

The theoretical framework for the description of particle physics as well as collider and
high precision experiments is the Standard Model of particle physics. It combines the
description of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) and the electroweak theory, contains
all known elementary particles and all forces with the exception of gravity. The Standard
Model was and still is highly successful in explaining and predicting experimental data
for about four decades. Though we know, we have to extend the Standard Model to de-
scribe neutrino masses, dark matter, dark energy and to incorporate a quantum theory
of gravitation, apart from cosmological observations, there is almost no experimental ev-
idence for how and where the Standard Model could go wrong. Even with possible hints
at new physics in the muon’s anomalous magnetic moment [4] or an observed excess in
the diphoton channel around 750 GeV at the Large Hadron Collider [5] the Standard
Model is one of the most successful and extensively verified models in physics.

Yet, our physical understanding of the Standard Model remains incomplete. Espe-
cially in the case of QCD there are a lot of open questions, and much theoretical and
experimental effort is directed towards answering these questions. The reason for the
complexity of QCD is its non-Abelian nature, that comes in the form of asymptotic
freedom, which is a blessing and a curse at the same time. Asymptotic freedom was
discovered by Wilczek, Politzer and Gross in 1973 [6, 7]. It states that the coupling
constant of QCD is – despite its name – not constant but scale-dependent, leading to an
asymptotically vanishing coupling strength as energy increases. On one hand asymptotic
freedom guarantees the renormalizability of QCD, so that it may be valid to the small-
est length/ high energy scales, but on the other hand the physics, guaranteeing weak
coupling at high energies, leads to increasing interactions at lower energies until the
theory eventually becomes non-perturbative. At some scale the interaction becomes so
strong, that quarks and gluons – QCDs elementary fields – become locked into hadrons,
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Figure 1.1.: Schematic view of the QCD phase diagram in the T − µ plane. Taken from
[8].

like mesons and baryons. This effect is called Confinement and is the reason why we
have never been able to directly observe an isolated quark or a gluon in a detector.
Even though quark confinement can be intuitively understood as a concentration of the
chromoelectrix flux between two quarks into a flux-tube leading to a linear rising po-
tential between the quarks, its underlying physical mechanism is yet unknown [9]. In
general the ultra-violet features of QCD are well understood as perturbation theory is
applicable and able to explain experimental data from e.g. deep in-elastic scattering
to high accuracy [10]. The infrared physics of QCD with important effects like con-
finement and dynamical chiral symmetry breaking is much harder to study as we need
non-perturbative methods to do so.
The most successful ab-intio method to study the infrared physics of QCD is lattice QCD,
where the theory is formulated on a finite Euclidean space-time grid. The discretization
turns the path integral in the generating functional into a finite set of integrals, which
can be evaluated by using Monte-Carlo methods. Lattice QCD has produced tremen-
dous results. The first of these were the reproduction of hadron masses to high accuracy
[11]. In the last years it has become possible to extract hadron form factors for electro-
magnetic and strong decays [12] or even nucleon scattering phase shifts [13].
Despite all these results, there remain areas where there was little progress over the last
years. Maybe the two most pressing, still standing issues are the nature of confinement
and the exploration of the QCD phase diagram.

The knowledge about the thermodynamic properties and the phase structure of strongly
interacting matter in thermal equilibrium is summarized in the QCD phase diagram. In
QCD one is usually interested in the temperature-chemical potential plane of the phase
diagram. A conjectured view of the phase diagram is shown in Fig. 1.1. At low tempera-
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tures T and small chemical potential µ the quarks and gluons are confined into hadrons.
Perturbative QCD calculations and heavy ion collisions show that at high temperatures
quarks and gluons are no longer confined into hadrons and form a quark-gluon plasma
(QGP) [14]. Parallel to this deconfinement phase transition we expect another phase
transition to happen: We know from hadron spectra that chiral symmetry is broken
at low temperatures, characterized by a finite chiral condensate 〈ψ̄ψ〉, while at higher
temperatures chiral symmetry is expected to be restored. Even though the phase dia-
gram has been studied experimentally and theoretically for many years, we know only
its most basic properties [15]. It is now well established by lattice QCD that the de-
confinement and chiral phase transitions at µ = 0 are analytic cross-overs1 and happen
around 155 MeV [16, 17]. Unfortunately, lattice QCD is unable to provide us with re-
sults for the bigger part of the phase diagram as it suffers from the so called fermion sign
problem: At finite chemical potential µ > 0 the fermion determinant becomes complex
and can not be used as a statistical weight in Monte-Carlo simulations [18]. Perturba-
tive QCD is also of limited use for the study of the phase diagram as it is only valid
for very high T and µ. There is evidence from model calculations that point to a rich
phase structure at finite chemical potential, e.g. in Nambu–Jona-Lasinio (NJL) and
(Polyakov-)quark-meson model as well as Dyson-Schwinger calculations the deconfine-
ment and chiral cross-over transitions will eventually become true phase transitions at
finite chemical potential, that end in a critical point [15]. Inside the hadronic phase we
further find the nuclear first order liquid-gas transition also ending in a critical point.
Both existence and location of this phase transition are well established by experiments
[19]. Large Nc arguments suggest that at some point the chiral and deconfinement phase
transitions will move apart from each other and in between emerges a phase of matter
called quarkyonic [20]. NJL model, quark-meson model and other calculations also sug-
gest a region of the phase diagram with inhomogeneous chiral matter characterized by a
spatially modulated chiral condensate 〈ψ̄ψ〉 [21]. Further, NJL and perturbative QCD
studies suggest color superconducting phases at high chemical potential [22].
Experimentally, the phase diagram is explored by heavy-ion collision experiments, e.g.
ALICE at CERN [23], experiments at RHIC [24] or planned future experiments at FAIR
[19]. Heavy-ion experiments where able to confirm the formation of a quark-gluon plasma
and also to show that the QGP behaves almost like an ideal fluid. Related experiments,
like the beam energy scan at RHIC [24] are trying to locate the critical point by analyz-
ing fluctuations in specific observables.
The properties of the QCD phase diagram at finite µ are not only important for the
theoretical description of heavy-ion collisions, but also for astrophysical observations
concerning neutron stars. The mass-radius relation and other properties of neutron
stars are directly influenced by the QCD equation of state at intermediate to high µ
[25].
As we already mentioned, most of our knowledge of the QCD phase diagram comes
from functional methods in low energy effective models of QCD, that share the chiral
properties with QCD but are much simpler, e.g. studies of the (Polyakov-)quark-meson

1Hence, they are not phase transitions in the thermodynamic sense.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

model with the functional renormalization group [26]. Even though studies with effective
models can be used to gain qualitative insight into parts of the phase diagram [27], they
are also not suited to study other parts of the phase diagram or to extract quantitative
results. One of the reasons is that it is difficult to include gauge fields and therefore con-
finement in these models. Confinement is usually effectively introduced by a Polyakov
loop potential, generated by a background gauge field. However, this is a purely classical
field without quantum fluctuations. By fitting the undetermined constants to experimen-
tal or lattice data these models are able to reproduce the correct bulk thermodynamic
properties of QCD, but still include processes forbidden by confinement, e.g. the decay
of a pion into two free quarks [28, 29]. Further, these models usually include vector
mesons also only on the mean field level and struggle to incorporate baryons. Baryonic
fluctuations are believed to be important for the fate of the chiral and deconfinement
phase transitions at finite µ. Another functional approach to explore the QCD phase
diagram are Dyson-Schwinger equations (DSEs). DSEs studies were able to find a the
critical point in the phase diagram [30]. DSEs are able to do a better job modeling
confinement, by using gluon propagators from the lattice as input, also the first steps to
take baryonic fluctuations into account were done [31]. The drawback of DSE framework
is, that the DSE for a given n-point function depends also on higher n-point functions.
Thus, one needs to truncate the system of coupled equations at some point. Unfortu-
nately, it is quite difficult to check the systematic errors of the used truncations schemes,
and to estimate the effects of higher order corrections. A functional method with better
control over the truncation errors is the functional renormalization group.
In the recent years, the lattice community has seen much attention being directed to
deal with the sign problem. Reweighting techniques and analytic continuation from
imaginary to real µ [32] can be used to get results in the vicinity of the µ = 0 axis.
Taylor expansion of the grand potential is used to explore the phase diagram at small
µ
T [33, 34]. Monte-Carlo on a Lefshetz thimble has shown to work for complex scalar
fields with chemical potential [35], complex Langevin dynamics [36] have been tested
successfully at QCD with dynamical quarks on small lattices [37]. Formulation of the
theory in dual lattice variables can solve the sign problem for massless fermions with
Abelian fields in 1+1 dimensions and other toy models [38]. Similar in spirit, graph rep-
resentations in terms of hadrons can be used at finite chemical potential in the strong
coupling limit [39].
Another way to circumvent the sign problem is the use of effective Polyakov-loop theories
on the lattice. Here, the sign problem is weaker than in the full theory and can be solved
by e.g. using the complex Langevin algorithm [40]. Effective Polyakov-loop theories can
be derived systematically from the full theory in a combined strong coupling and hop-
ping expansion from QCD with heavy quarks, by integrating out spatial links [41]. It
has been shown that such theories can reproduce the critical couplings for deconfinement
in the pure SU(2) and SU(3) gauge theories, and the critical quark masses, limiting the
region of the first-order deconfinement transition in SU(3) with heavy quarks, within less
than 10% accuracy [41, 42]. Also, studies of the cold and dense regime of the QCD phase
diagram have produced first results on the nuclear liquid-gas transition [40]. Further,
there are efforts going on to extract the couplings in the effective theory for arbitrary
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lattice coupling and masses via inverse Monte-Carlo or relative weights methods [43, 44].
A totally different way to learn something about genuine features of strongly interacting
matter at finite density is to avoid the sign problem altogether, by studying the phase
diagram of QCD-like theories, that share crucial features with QCD but do not have
a sign problem. This can be achieved by replacing the gauge group of QCD, namely
SU(3), with other gauge groups. The most popular and well studies example is two-color
QCD with the gauge group SU(2). Two-color QCD shares its principle features with
QCD, it is asymptotically free and in the infrared it includes confinement and chiral
symmetry breaking. However, there are also important differences: The deconfinement
phase transition in the case of pure gauge theory is of 2nd order in contrast to the case
of SU(3) [45]. An additional symmetry between quarks and anti-quarks leads to a mod-
ification of the chiral symmetry pattern. Further, the baryons of two-color QCD consist
of two quarks, and thus are bosons not fermions, and some of those baryons are also
pseudo-Goldstone bosons from the breaking of chiral symmetry. Still, there has been
and still is much work devoted to the exploration of the phase diagram of two-color QCD
[46–49]. Another QCD-like theory without a sign problem is G2-QCD. Here, the gauge
group is G2, the smallest exceptional Lie group. The deconfinement phase transition
of pure G2 gauge theory is of 1st order, as in SU(3) gauge theory [50]. The spectrum
of G2-QCD contains bosonic baryons made out of two quarks but also, like in QCD,
fermionic baryons, consisting of three quarks [51]. G2-QCD therefore provides a unique
opportunity to study a gauge theory with dynamic quarks in the fundamental represen-
tation, including fermionic baryons without a sign problem. Of course, one could also
study QCD with quarks in the adjoint representation to get a QCD-like theory with
fermionic baryons and without a sign problem. However, with adjoint quarks the finite
T deconfinement phase transition will not be a cross-over but a true phase transition
and the chiral and deconfinement phase transitions do not coincide [52]. One particular
advantage of QCD-like theories is that they are an excellent testing ground for effective
theories, since it is possible to make qualitative and quantitative comparisons between
results from effective theories and from lattice simulations at finite density. This for
example has been done in [53, 54], where results from a (Polyakov-)quark-meson model
in a functional renormalization group approach were compared to two-color QCD lattice
data.
The goal of this thesis is to derive effective Polyakov loop models on the lattice for QCD-
like theories with heavy quarks from a combined strong coupling and hopping expansion
and get results in the cold and dense regime of the phase diagram that can be compared
to lattice calculations of the full theory. The document will be organized as follows:
First, we will give an overview over lattice field theory in general and an introduction in
the two particular QCD-like theories used in this thesis: two-color QCD and G2-QCD.
Next, we will discuss the systematic derivation of the effective theory. Following the
derivation, we will first give results at finite temperature and compare our results to
lattice results form the full theories. We will then give results for the cold and dense
regime of the phase diagram and also compare some of our results to results from the
full theory. An overall summary and outlook will be given at the end.
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2
Theoretical Framework

2.1. Lattice Field Theory

Before we start with the main part of this thesis, let us briefly review the basic properties
of lattice field theory, as it is our approach to calculate the thermodynamic properties
of QCD-like theories. This introduction serves to establish conventions, notations and
to give a background for the non-expert reader.

Gauge theories in the continuum

Let us start, by writing down the Lagrangian of a gauge theory similar to QCD2

L = −1

4
F aµνF

aµν + ψ̄a(iγµD
µ −m)ψa . (2.1)

The form of the Lagrangian3 is almost fully constrained by locality, Poincaré invariance,
local gauge invariance and renormalizability. Fermions are represented as Dirac fields
ψ in the fundamental representation of the gauge group. The covariant derivative is
defined as Dµ = ∂µ − giAaµT a, where g is the coupling constant, Aaµ is the gauge field.
The field strength tensor is given by

Fµν = − i
g

[Dµ, Dν ] = F aµνT
a = (∂µA

a
ν − ∂νAaµ + igfabcAbµA

c
ν)T a . (2.2)

The T a are the generators of the gauge group, fulfilling

[T a, T b] = ifabcT c , trT aT b =
1

2
δab .

2Here, similar to QCD, is used in the sense that the matter content of the theory are fermions in the
fundamental representation of the gauge group.

3We work with natural units: ~ = c = kB = 1.
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CHAPTER 2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The fabc are the structure constants of the given gauge group, for Abelian gauge theories
all fabc vanish, for non-Abelian theories they are proportional to the self-interactions of
the gauge fields. Finally, the covariant derivative is contracted with the anti-commuting
Dirac matrices that are defined by

{γµ, γν} = 2gµν = 2 diag(1,−1,−1,−1) . (2.3)

Quantization

Up to now all fields are classical, to go to a quantum theory of fields we have to quantize
accordingly. The standard way in quantum mechanics would be to promote our classical
fields to operators and impose (anti-)commutation relations for our fields. However it
turns out, that this is a rather painful way to quantize the theory, as it is impossible to
quantize the gauge fields in this way without fixing a gauge [55]. So, instead of promoting
our classical fields to operators we will take another way of quantization. We use the
path integral formulation to formulate a quantized theory, here an observable is given
by the expectation value of a given operator

〈O〉 =
1

Z

∫
DADψDψ̄O eiS[A,ψ,ψ̄] , (2.4)

Z =

∫
DADψDψ̄ eiS[A,ψ,ψ̄] ,

where S =
∫
d4xL is the classical action, Z is called the generating functional and we

have to integrate over all field configurations, not only the ones minimizing the classical
action. Even though we have now quantized our theory, we did not make real progress.
It turns out that gauge equivalent field configurations lead to a massive over-counting of
the physical degrees of freedom and the infinite dimensional integrals over the fields will
diverge. Of course, this is again fixable by choosing a gauge. Yet, gauge fixing for a non-
Abelian gauge theory is a non-trivial procedure. In the perturbative regime, this can be
achieved by the BRST formalism and the introduction of non-physical auxiliary fields
[55]. Unfortunately BRST quantization becomes problematic in the non-perturbative
regime, as the Gribov ambiguity becomes important here.
Nevertheless, let us quantize our theory by the path integral formalism. We will see,
that because of our chosen regularization, we can just solve the arising integrals by brute
force and we do not have to care about the finicky matter of gauge fixing at all.

Lattice discretization

To perform the integrations over the gauge fields in eq. (2.4) we have to regulate our
theory properly. We do this by discretizing space-time to a 4 dimensional hypercubic
lattice with finite lattice-spacing a.
Before we go into technical details of the discretization, there is one more thing we have
to address. The integrand in eq. (2.4) always comes with the phase factor eiS , hence it

8



2.1. Lattice Field Theory

is highly oscillating. In case of a free field theory one can show that such an integral is
only defined by adding a small imaginary part iε to the action, performing the integral
and taking ε→ 0, otherwise the integral does not converge. A convenient way to do this,
is by a Wick-rotation of the time direction to imaginary time t → it, this corresponds
to changing from Minkowski metric to Euclidean metric and we find

Z =

∫
DADψDψ̄ e−SE [A,ψ,ψ̄] , (2.5)

SE =

∫
d4x

(
1

4
F aµνF

a
µν + ψ̄a(iγµDµ +m)ψa

)
. (2.6)

SE is now the Euclidean action and we do not have to distinguish between co- and
contra-variant indices. Another interesting feature is that the generating functional (2.5)
now has the same form as a statistical partition function with the Boltzmann weight
e−SE . This allows us to assign a temperature to the system as we identify the inverse
temperature of the system β = 1/T with the extend of the compact temporal direction,
when we use appropriate boundary conditions

Z =

∫
DA

periodic b.c.

∫
DψDψ̄

anti-periodic b.c.

exp

(
−
∫ β

0
dt

∫
d3xLE

)
. (2.7)

The Wick rotation is well defined, and using Euclidean quantum field theory is a well
established method when using numerical computations and simulations. The only prob-
lem arises when one wants to calculate real-time quantities like e.g. spectral functions.
In principle we can do all calculations in the Euclidean framework with imaginary time
and use analytic continuation to translate our results back to Minkowski space with real
time. However as most numerical calculations depend on some discretization in space
or momentum space one has only a finite set of data points to construct the analytic
continuation back to real time. This gets problematic, when there are numerical errors
in those data points, as the analytic continuation of a finite set of noisy data points is an
ill-defined problem. Nevertheless, it is still possible to perform the analytic continuation.
It was shown in a functional renormalization group approach, that this can be done in a
well defined way on the level of the flow equations [56]. Another well established method
is the maximum entropy method [57].
Now let us come back to the lattice discretization. We regulate our Euclidean quantum
field theory by introducing a finite lattice spacing a. We further work in a finite box
with Nt sites in temporal direction, Ns sites in spatial direction and periodic boundary
conditions. This way, we introduced an UV cutoff by having a shortest length scale a.
The finite extend of the lattice L = aNs acts as an IR regulator. Finally, because of
the finite number of the lattice sites, we only have to perform a finite number of field
integrations.

9
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Fermions on the lattice

Let us start our discussion of the discretization of the action with the theory’s fermion
content. The discretization of the free fermion action is achieved by placing the spinor
fields on the discrete lattice sites ψ(x), ψ̄(x), x ∈ Λ, where we take Λ as the finite set
of all sites in our 4d lattice. The x are now discrete 4 vectors and, by discretizing the
differential symmetrically, the fermion action reads

Sf = a4
∑
x∈Λ

ψ̄(x)

(∑
µ

γµ
ψ(x+ µ̂)− ψ(x− µ̂)

2a
+mψ(x)

)
. (2.8)

The µ̂ denotes a unit vector in the direction µ. We now want to couple the quarks
to gluons and therefore have to promote the discretized derivative to a discrete version
of a covariant derivative. This is easiest done by demanding gauge invariance of Sf .
The discretized fermion fields transform exactly as the continuum fields under gauge
transformations:

ψ′(x) = Ω(x)ψ(x) , ψ̄′(x) = ψ̄(x)Ω†(x) . (2.9)

Is is immediately clear that the mass term is already gauge invariant. However, the
derivative terms are not. Consider e.g. the term

ψ̄(x)ψ(x+ µ̂)→ ψ̄′(x)ψ′(x+ µ̂) = ψ̄(x)Ω†(x)Ω(x+ µ̂)ψ(x+ µ̂) , (2.10)

this is not a gauge invariant quantity. It would be gauge invariant, if we inserted some
quantity U(x, x + µ̂) in between the fermion fields that transforms like U(x, x + µ̂) →
U ′(x, x+ µ̂) = Ω(x)U(x, x+ µ̂)Ω†(x+ µ̂). Luckily, we already know a function with the
desired transformation properties from the continuum formulation of gauge fields, it is
called a parallel transporter

U(x, y) = P exp

(
i

∫
C(x,y)

Aµdxµ

)
, (2.11)

where C(x, y) is a curve between the points x and y and P denotes the path ordering
of the exponential. As Aµ is a gauge field, living in the algebra of the gauge group,
the parallel transporter is an element of the gauge group itself and thus transforms like
Ω(x)U(x, y)Ω†(y). We will use the notations

U(x, x+ µ̂) = Uµ(x) = exp[iaAµ(x)] and U−µ(x) = U †(x− µ̂) (2.12)

and call the Uµ(x) link-variables, as they are directed and can be thought of elements
connecting two neighboring sites. There is a one-to-one correspondence between Aµ(x)
and Uµ(x), hence we will now treat the Uµ(x)’s as our elementary fields. By doing so,
our gauge fields are now elements of the gauge group, not the Lie algebra as in the
continuum formulation.
The fermion action reads

Sf = a4
∑
x∈Λ

ψ̄(x)

(∑
±µ

γµ
1

2a
Uµ(x)ψ(x+ µ̂) +mψ(x)

)
. (2.13)

10
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The above equation is a valid and gauge invariant discretization of the continuum action,
however there is a problem. One can easily show that the propagator of free and massless
fermions, discretized in that way, has poles not only at the physical p2 = 0, but also in
all corners of the first Brillouin zone resulting in 15 additional poles for 4 dimensions
[58]. One way to remove these unphysical doublers is by adding a special term to the
fermion action that vanishes in the continuum limit but gives the doublers an additional
mass ∼ 1/a, so that the doublers will decouple from the theory as a→ 0. This is called
the Wilson fermion formalism and the fermion action reads

Sf = a4
∑
x,y∈Λ

ψ̄(x)D(x, y)ψ(y) , (2.14)

where the Wilson Dirac operator is defined as

D(x, y) =

(
m+

4

a

)
δxy −

1

2a

∑
±µ

(1− γµ)Uµ(x)δy,x+µ̂ . (2.15)

The shortcoming of Wilson fermions is that the additional term, giving the extra mass
to the unphysical doublers, breaks chiral symmetry explicitly. There are other fermion
discretizations that do not break chiral symmetry, e.g. the staggered fermion formulation
but they will again contain doublers. In fact, the Nilson-Ninoyima theorem states, there
is no local fermion discretization with the right continuum limit that respects chiral
symmetry and has no doublers [59].

Yang-Mills action

We already saw that on the lattice the gauge fields are naturally described by parallel
transporters Uµ(x), living on the links of the lattice. We now have to find a combination
of Us that is gauge invariant and reduces to the standard Yang-Mills action in the limit
a → 0. Let us start by defining gauge invariant quantities consisting only of gauge
fields. The gauge fields transform as Uµ(x)→ U ′µ(x) = Ω(x)Uµ(x)Ω†(x+ µ̂). Therefore,
gauge invariant quantities made of gauge fields will be color traces of closed loops of
gauge fields. The smallest possible loop is made out of four gauge fields and is called a
plaquette

Uµν(x) = Uµ(x)Uν(x+ µ̂)U †(x+ ν̂)U †ν (x) . (2.16)

These plaquettes are the building blocks of the most simple gauge action, the Wilson
gauge action

Sg = − β

Nc

∑
x,µ<ν

Re trUµν(x) , (2.17)

with the lattice coupling β = 2Nc
g2 . A straight forward calculation shows that Sg has the

right continuum limit

lim
a→0

Sg =

∫
d4x F aµνF

a
µν . (2.18)
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Continuum limit and renormalization

We were able to show that our chosen lattice discretization has the right continuum
limit, but we still have to answer how to get to the continuum limit in our numerical
calculations. In principle we could just do our calculations with some different values
a and extrapolate a → 0. However this is problematic, since the gauge action does not
even explicitly depend on a! Furthermore, for the computer a is just a number, so does
a = 0.01 stand for 0.01 fm or 0.01 ly, and is that already close enough to the continuum
limit? So part of the problem is that we simply do not know the scale of the system.
From continuum physics we know that to avoid unphysical divergences in loop diagrams
we have to renormalize the theory, i.e. the bare parameters of the theory will have a
non-trivial dependence on the UV cutoff. This implies that the bare coupling is also a
dependent g(a). This turns out to be the solution to our problem: from the property of
asymptotic freedom we know that to 1-loop oder we have [60]

g2(a) =
1(

11
3 Nc − 2

3Nf

)
log(

Λ2
QCD

a2 )
. (2.19)

If we invert this we get a(g) and we find limg→0 a = 0. This tells us that we can take
the continuum limit of lattice calculations by computing observables at different lattice
couplings β and then take the limit β = 2Nc

g2 →∞. Of course a→ 0 also means that the
lattice is shrinking. We therefore have to simultaneously take the thermodynamic limit

β, Nt, Ns →∞ , with T = aNt, L = aNs finite. (2.20)

To remove finite volume effects one has to repeat this a → 0 extrapolation for various
values of L and extrapolate to L→∞.

2.1.1. Monte-Carlo Integration

We now take a look a how to do the numerical simulations of QCD-like theories on the
lattice. Vacuum or thermal expectation values of any observable in the Euclidean lattice
framework are given by

〈O〉 =
1

Z

∫
[dU ] [dψ] [dψ̄]O e−S[U,ψ,ψ̄] , (2.21)

where [dψ] =
∏
x∈Λ dψx and [dU ] =

∏
x∈Λ

∏±4
µ=1 dUµ(x) where dUµ(x) is now an invari-

ant measure on the group manifold, called the Haar measure. Solving these integrals
numerically is quite challenging, as the integral are of very high dimensions. An efficient
way to perform highly dimensional integrals is Monte-Carlo integration. Here, one ap-
proximates the integral by summing over field configurations that are already distributed
according to the Boltzmann factor e−S

〈O〉 ≈
∑

config.s∼e−S
O(U , ψ, ψ̄) . (2.22)

12



2.1. Lattice Field Theory

Since we sum only over a finite number of configurations this introduces a statistical
error, however one can show that the error will reduce with the number of configurations
taken into account. The only thing we have to do, is to generate configurations {U,ψ, ψ̄}
distributed according ∼ e−S . This can be done by generating a Markov-Chain with e.g.
the Metropolis algorithm as update algorithm or more advanced algorithms like heat-
bath or hybrid-Monte-Carlo [58].

Fermion determinant and the sign problem

Taking a look at the partition function of a QCD-like theory, we recognize that the inte-
gral in the fermion fields is Gaussian. Therefore, the integration can be done analytically

Z =

∫
[dU ] [dψ] [dψ̄] e−(Sg [U ]+ψ̄D[U ]ψ) ,

=

∫
[dU ] e−Sg [U ] det[D(U)] , (2.23)

where D(U) is the Dirac operator of our chosen discretization and its determinant is
called the fermion determinant. Usually, the fermion determinant is treated numerically,
like the gauge action, as a weight factor. This is in principle equivalent to using the
full action as a Boltzmann weight though it is handled differently by the numerical
algorithms, to avoid the Grassmann valued fermion fields on the computer. There is one
important constraint on using the fermion determinant (or equivalently the full action)
in this way. A well-defined probability weight has to be real and positive! For arbitrary
but well defined actions S this is not necessarily the case. However in most cases we are
fortunate and the Dirac operator obeys

γ5Dγ5 = D† ⇒ det[D]∗ = det[γ5Dγ5] = det[D] . (2.24)

This property is called γ5-hermicity and we can indeed check that the relation holds for
the Dirac operator in (2.15). This ensures that for every complex eigenvalue of D, the
complex conjugate eigenvalue is also part of the spectrum and the determinant is real.
It is not necessarily positive, however by taking two degenerate quark flavors we get
det[D]2 > 0.
In QCD there is a serious problem when we want to introduce chemical potential for the
quarks, to investigate the QCD phase diagram at finite densities. Chemical potential is
usually introduced by a modification of the time-like links

U4(x)→ exp(aµ)U4(x) and U−4(x)→ exp(−aµ)U−4(x) . (2.25)

Some quick lines of algebra show that this modification leads to

γ5D(µ)γ5 = D(−µ)† . (2.26)

γ5-hermicity is no longer valid, the fermion determinant is in general complex and we
are not able to interpret it as a probability weight at finite µ. Now one could just split
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the determinant into absolute value and a complex phase det[D] = eiϕD | det[D]| and
include the phase into the measured operator. By defining an effective action

Seff = Sg − log(|det[D]|) , (2.27)

we can rewrite (2.21) as

〈O〉 =
〈OeiϕD〉Seff

〈eiϕD〉Seff

, (2.28)

which is well-defined also at finite chemical potential. The problem is that this does
not work numerically. The complex phase eiϕD is rapidly fluctuating in the update
process generated by Seff and one needs exponentially many configurations to get reliable
expectation values for observables [61]. The obstacle even gets worse when one increases
the lattice size. This is called the QCD-sign problem4 at finite density and so far it
has prohibited lattice QCD to fully explore the phase diagram of strongly interacting
matter. One should however note that QCD is not unique in having this property, the
QCD sign problem is just one particular example of a so called complex action problem
and there are many more systems known, where such problems are present.
Recent years have seen much activity in overcoming the sign problem. Taylor expansion
of the grand potential in small µ

T , reweighing or canonical approaches [62, 63] have
allowed us to get some information of the phase diagram not to far away from µ = 0.
New algorithms for circumventing the sign problem, like complex Langevin or simulations
on Lefshetz thimbles [35] have been developed. Other approaches include e.g. switching
to the polymer representation of the fermion determinant [39] or the density of states
method [64]. All of the methods stated above were applied successfully to circumvent sign
problems for toy models. The most promising results come from the complex Langevin
simulations that were able to get results for QCD at finite chemical potential on small
lattices [37]. So far however, all these methods are not quite there yet. In the next
sections we will discuss a class of QCD-like theories that share many features with QCD
but do not show a sign problem.

2.2. Two-Color QCD

Yang-Mills theory and quantum chromodynamics with only two colors have been and
still are the subjects of extensive research. Two-color QCD has the advantage that it is
cheaper to simulate than QCD because it has less color degrees of freedom. Yet, two-
color QCD shares a lot of qualitative features with QCD: It is strongly coupled, confining
in the infrared and asymptotically free at high energies. Two-color QCD exhibits a chiral
symmetry breaking pattern very similar to QCD. Moreover, and in contrast to QCD with
adjoint matter, the chiral and deconfinement cross-overs at vanishing chemical potential
coincide [65, 66]. Still there are also important differences, e.g. the deconfinement
transition in the pure gauge theory is a second order phase transition in contrast to the

4Though it is actually the strongly fluctuating complex phase of the fermion determinant, that causes
the problems.
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first order transition in QCD. The biggest difference is the fact that the sign problem,
that hinders simulations of QCD at finite baryon density, can be easily solved in two-
color QCD. Therefore, two-color QCD is an excellent playground to explore the finite
density phase diagram of a QCD-like theory from first principles. In particular, one can
study the effects of baryonic degrees of freedom on the phase structure since they are
often omitted in effective models and it can be shown in this case that the phase diagram
changes drastically if baryonic fluctuations are taken into account, e.g. the chiral phase
transition is modified heavily if baryons are taken into account properly [54]. Recent
studies with Dyson-Schwinger equations have shown evidence that this might not be the
case in QCD [31]. Another significant difference to QCD is the fact that in two-color
QCD the baryons, the diquarks, are pseudo Goldstone bosons. One result of this is that
at intermediate chemical potential we expect Bose-Einstein condensation of the diquarks
[67]. This is the two-color analog to the nuclear liquid-gas transition in QCD.
Two-color QCD is naturally a very rich testing ground for effective theories that might
be used to explore the QCD phase diagram, as the effective theories can be compared
to first principle lattice calculations in the whole phase diagram.
We will now discuss the symmetries of two-color QCD that lead to the absence of a sign
problem.

2.2.1. Anti-Unitary Symmetries and Dyson’s Classification

γ5-hermiticity ensures the reality of the fermion determinant only at vanishing chemical
potential. In contrast to QCD with three colors, there is an additional symmetry in
two-color QCD that ensures the reality of the fermion determinant for all µ.
If there is an isometry between the generators of a given representation of the gauge
group and the complex conjugate representation, like

T a∗ = T T = −ST aS−1 , (2.29)

one is able to construct an anti-unitary symmetry A for the Dirac operator in the given
representation

[A,D] = [SCK,D] = 0 , (2.30)

where C is the charge conjugation operator and complex conjugation is denoted K.
Dyson showed that there are only three scenarios for anti-unitary symmetries of D [68].
If there is no such anti-unitary symmetry, the representation of the group is complex,
i.e. the eigenvalues of D are complex, we associate this case with the Dyson index β = 2.
If there is a symmetry with A2 = +1, the complex eigenvalues of D come in complex
conjugate pairs and the fermion determinant is always real, but not necessarily positive.
We assign this situation with β = 1. The last case is β = 4: There is an anti-unitary
symmetry and A2 = −1, here D has only real eigenvalues and the eigenvalues are two-
fold degenerate, resulting in a positive fermion determinant.
In fundamental two-color QCD we find S = iσ2, σ2 being the second Pauli matrix, to be
an isometry between the generators and for Wilson fermions5 we find T 2 = 1. Therefore

5Without the additional minus sign from C2 the anti-unitary symmetries of staggered fermions are
opposite to the continuum formulation or Wilson’s formulation of lattice fermions.
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SU(2Nf )

mq > 0 µ > 0

Sp(Nf ) SU(Nf )L × SU(Nf )R × U(1)B

SU(Nf )V × U(1)B
〈qq〉 > 0

Sp(Nf/2)V

Figure 2.1.: Patterns of chiral symmetry breaking in two-color QCD with fundamental
quarks.

we can solve the sign problem by taking two degenerate quark flavors with det[D]2 > 0.

2.2.2. Extended Flavor Symmetry and Spectrum of Two-Color QCD

Due to the isometry between the fundamental generators, quarks and anti-quarks belong
to equivalent representations and we will find an extended flavor symmetry in this case.
Let us start with the kinetic part of the Euclidean quark Lagrangian in the chiral basis

L = ψ̄ /Dψ = ψ†LiσµDµψL − ψ†Riσ
†
µDµψL , (2.31)

with the transformation

ψ̃R = σ2τ2ψ
∗
R , ψ̃∗R = σ2τ2ψR , (2.32)

where σ2 and τ2 are Pauli matrices in spinor and color space, and after some lines of
algebra we can rewrite the Lagrangian as

L = Ψ†iσµDµΨ , (2.33)

where we introduced the 4NcNf dimensional Nambu-Gorkov spinors

Ψ =

(
ψL
ψ̃R

)
. (2.34)

Now from eq. (2.33) we can readily see that the Lagrangian is invariant under U(2Nf )
chiral symmetry transformations. However just as in the case of QCD the axial U(1)A
is broken by the Adler-Bell-Jackiw anomaly [69, 70] and the symmetry group reduces
to SU(2Nf ) which contains the usual chiral SU(Nf )L × SU(Nf )R × U(1)B as a sub-
group. And indeed, if we introduce a chemical potential µ > 0, quarks and anti-quarks
do no longer belong to the same representation and the enlarged symmetry group is
broken down to the familiar SU(Nf )L × SU(Nf )R × U(1)B [46]. For vanishing µ, the
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extended SU(2Nf ) can be broken down explicitly by a Dirac mass term for the quarks
or spontaneously by a dynamical formation of a chiral condensate 〈qq̄〉. In this case
the remaining symmetry is given by the compact symplectic group Sp(Nf )6 [71]. The
coset SU(2Nf )/Sp(Nf ) has dimension Nf (2Nf −1)−1 and we expect as many (pseudo-
)Goldstone bosons in the spectrum of the theory. With both, mq > 0 and µ > 0, one is
left with the usual isospin-like and baryon number symmetries, SU(Nf )V × U(1)B. For
two-color QCD with two degenerate quark flavors the enlarged flavor symmetry is SU(4)
which is spontaneously (explicitly) broken by a chiral condensate (Dirac mass) to Sp(2)
resulting in five (pseudo-)Goldstone bosons: the three pions and a scalar diquark/anti-
diquark pair. The chiral symmetry breaking pattern is shown in Fig. 2.1

Diquark condensation

Let us start from the vacuum of two-color QCD with two degenerate quark flavors, where
a finite Dirac mass breaks the chiral symmetry explicitly. Still, the quarks and anti-
quarks belong to the same representation of the gauge group and all pseudo-Goldstone
bosons will have the same mass mπ. By dialing up chemical potential the excitation
energy of the diquark will decrease like ωd = mπ − 2µ, the excitation energy of the anti-
diquark will increase, while the pion energy will stay unchanged. At a critical µc = mπ

2
we can excite diquarks essentially for free and a Bose-Einstein condensate of diquarks
will form. There is exactly one way to write down a gauge invariant scalar diquark
condensate

〈qq〉 = 〈qTCγ5T2τ2q〉 . (2.35)

The formation of the diquark condensate again restricts the remaining chiral symmetry.
In the presence of a 〈qq〉 condensate the remainder of the chiral symmetry is given by
Sp(Nf/2)V .

2.3. G2-QCD

We will now turn our attention to a QCD-like theory, where we replace the gauge group
SU(3) by the group G2. G2 is the smallest of the exceptional Lie groups in Weyl’s classi-
fication of classical Lie groups. One particular definition is that G2 is the automorphism
group of the octonions algebra, or equivalently, the subgroup of SO(7) that obeys

cabc = cdefUdaUebUfc , (2.36)

cabc =
1√
3
ψabc a, b, c ∈ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 ,

where ψabc is the totally antisymmetric octonionic tensor defined by [72]

ψ123 = ψ147 = ψ165 = ψ246 = ψ257 = ψ354 = ψ367 = 1 . (2.37)

6Since the anti-unitary symmetry is different for staggered quarks, we also find a different chiral sym-
metry breaking pattern. Here, chiral symmetry gets broken down spontaneously to O(2Nf )
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This amounts to seven non-trivial constraints, reducing the 21 generators of SO(7) to
the 14 generators of G2. G2 has rank 2 and includes SU(3) as a subgroup

G2/SU(3) ∼ SO(7)/SO(6) ∼ S6 . (2.38)

G2 has two fundamental representations a 7-dimensional and a 14-dimensional, they
carry the Dynkin labels

(7) = [1, 0] , (14) = [0, 1] , (2.39)

The 14-dimensional fundamental representation is also the adjoint representation which
is an unfamiliar feature coming from SU(N) gauge theories. G2 gauge theory was first
investigated by Pepe and Wiese [50] and was introduced to clarify the influence of the
group-center on deconfinement. It was shown that G2 Yang-Mills theory exhibits a first
order phase transition even though it has a trivial center.

2.3.1. Symmetries of G2-QCD

There is another feature of G2 that makes it very interesting to use as a gauge group of
a QCD-like theory. As a subgroup of SO(7), G2 is real, i.e. all representations of G2

are real and there is a trivial isometry between the generators of a given representation
and its complex conjugate, leading to an anti-unitary symmetry for the Dirac operator
[A,D] = 0 with A2 = −1. That implies β = 4 for the Dirac operator and there is no sign
problem. The reality of G2 also has important consequences on the fermion content of
the theory. Let us start this discussion with the G2-QCD action with Nf quark flavors
in the continuum

S =

∫
d4x

(
−1

4
FµνF

µν + ψ̄i(iγµD
µ −m)ψi

)
, (2.40)

where summation over the flavor index i = 1, . . . , Nf is implied and color indices are
suppressed. The matter part of the Lagrangian transforms under charge conjugation
(up to irrelevant boundary terms) as

LC = ψ̄C(iγµ(∂µ − gAµ)−m)ψC ,

= ψ̄(iγµ(∂µ + gATµ )−m)ψ . (2.41)

(2.42)

That is, if
ATµ = −Aµ = −AaµT a , (2.43)

then the Lagrangian is invariant under charge conjugation. Since every representation
of G2 is real, eq. (2.43) holds and we can replace the Nf Dirac spinors by 2Nf Majorana
spinors

S =

∫
d4x

(
−1

4
FµνF

µν + λ̄i(iγµD
µ −m)λi

)
, (2.44)

with λC = Cλ̄T . The connection between the Majorana and Dirac spinors is given by
λ = (χ, η) and ψ = χ+ iη.
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SU(2Nf )L=R∗ × Z(2)B

mq > 0 µ > 0

SO(2Nf )V × Z(2)B SU(Nf )L × SU(Nf )R × U(1)B

SU(Nf )V × U(1)B

Figure 2.2.: Patterns of chiral symmetry breaking in G2-QCD.

Now, what is the chiral symmetry and the breaking patterns of G2-QCD? Eq. (2.44)
suggest a U(2Nf ) symmetry. This is broken down by the axial anomaly to
SU(2Nf )L=R∗ × Z(2)B, which looks unfamiliar because we consider Majorana fermions.
Because of the Majorana condition, we are not free to transform the left- and right-
handed components independently. In fact, the Majorana condition requires L = R∗ [73].
In the same way the U(1)B = U(1)L=R is reduced to U(1)B = U(1)L=R=R∗ = Z(2)B.
As we cannot distinguish between quarks and anti-quarks, the U(1)B baryon number
symmetry is reduced to Z(2)B that distinguishes between states with even and odd
numbers of quarks. As in ordinary QCD, the introduction of a finite Dirac mass or a
chiral condensate breaks the axial part of the SU(2Nf )L=R∗ × Z(2)B and we are left with
the vector part of the symmetry SU(2Nf )L=R=R∗ × Z(2)B = SO(2Nf )L=R × Z(2)B,
leading to 4N2

f − 1 − Nf (2Nf − 1) = Nf (2Nf + 1) − 1 Goldstone bosons. Already
for Nf = 1 we will find (pseudo-)Goldstone bosons in our spectrum: a scalar and a
pseudo-scalar diquark

d(0+) = χ̄γ5η = ψ̄Cγ5ψ − ψ̄γ5ψ
C

d(0−) =
1√
2

(χ̄γ5χ− η̄γ5η) = ψ̄Cγ5ψ + ψ̄γ5ψ
C .

The introduction of chemical potential corresponds to an off-diagonal term in the La-
grangian with Majorana fields

ψ̄(i /D −m+ iγ0µ)ψ =
(
χ̄, η̄

)(i /D −m iγ0µ
−iγ0µ i /D −m

)(
χ
η

)
, (2.45)

violating the Majorana decomposition and we are left with the usual SU(Nf )L×SU(Nf )R
×U(1)B. The chiral symmetry breaking pattern is summarized in Fig. 2.2.
Now let us analyze the expected colorless spectrum of the theory by decomposing the
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tensor products of the fundamental representations

(7)⊗ (7) = (1)⊕ (7)⊕ (14)⊕ (27)

(7)⊗ (7)⊗ (7) = (1)⊕ 4 · (7)⊕ 2 · (14)⊕ 3 · (27)⊕ . . . ,
(14)⊗ (14) = (1)⊕ (14)⊕ (27)⊕ . . . , (2.46)

(14)⊗ (14)⊗ (14) = (1)⊕ (7)⊕ 5 · (14)⊕ . . . ,
(7)⊗ (14)⊗ (14)⊗ (14) = (1) . . . .

We find a rich spectrum containing glueballs, mesons and baryons. From the first two
lines in (2.46) we can conclude that the spectrum of G2 contains two kinds of baryons:
bosonic diquarks as in two-color QCD and fermionic three-quark states as in QCD. We
already saw that the scalar diquarks are Goldstone modes of the theory. In contrast to
other QCD-like theories with matter in the fundamental representation, we can also find
hybrid states that consist of quarks and gluons. The existence of those lead to string
breaking already in G2 Yang-Mills theory.
Since there is no sign problem in G2-QCD, Lattice Monte-Carlo techniques allows us
to explore the phase diagram of a QCD-like theory with fermionic baryons from first
principles, i.e. the investigation of a nuclear liquid-gas transition, that is also present in
QCD, or the search for a critical point in the phase digram without the need of effective
models.

2.4. Effective Polyakov-Loop Theories

In this work we will make extensive use of effective theories for QCD-like theories that
use the so called Polyakov loops as degrees of freedom. Let us first discuss the role of
the Polyakov loop in the case of pure gauge theory. The Polyakov loop is defined as

L(~x) = tr

t=Nt∏
t=1

U0(~x, t) . (2.47)

It thus is the trace of a loop holonomy of gauge links that winds around the lattice in
the compact, periodic time direction. Under a global center transformation U0(~x, t0)→
zU0(~x, t0) the Polyakov loop transforms according to

L(~x)→ zL(~x) . (2.48)

Therefore, the Polyakov loop acts as an order parameter for the spontaneous breaking of
center symmetry. One also finds that the expectation value of the Polyakov loop probes
the screening properties of a static color test charge. In particular the difference in the
free energy Fq(T ) of a gauge theory with and without a single color test charge is

e−Fq(T )/T ∝ |〈L〉| . (2.49)

Thus the Polyakov loop also acts as an order parameter for confinement. When the
vacuum is center symmetric we have |〈L〉| = 0 and the free energy for putting a single
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quark into the system is infinite. When center symmetry is spontaneously broken we
have |〈L〉| > 0 and the free energy of a single quark in the systems becomes finite.
Now we know that the Polyakov loop is an order parameter for the deconfinement phase
transition in the pure gauge theory. That alone already justifies a phenomenological
model with the Polyakov loop as the degree of freedom in a Ginzburg-Landau theory for
the deconfinement phase transition. Note, that this is a phenomenological argument that
is only valid on mean-field level. However, the Svetitsky-Yaffe conjecture [74] states that
if one integrates out all spatial links in a d+1 dimensional SU(N) gauge theory, one ends
up with a d dimensional SU(N) Polyakov-loop theory with only short-range interactions.
If the phase transition of the original gauge theory is of 2nd order, the Polyakov-loop
theory and the underlying d+1 dimensional gauge theory belong to the same universality
class and we can compute the order of the finite temperature confinement-deconfinement
phase transition and the critical exponents with the effective Polyakov-loop theory which
is easier to handle numerically. Even though the arguments by Svetitsky and Yaffe are
only conjectures, there is reasonable evidence for these conjectures to be true. High
precision analysis of 3+1 dimensional SU(2) gauge theory shows that it belongs to the
3d Ising universality class [75] according to the Svetitsky-Yaffe conjecture. Also data
for SU(2) and SU(3) gauge theory in 2+1 dimensions shows that these gauge theories
belong to the same universality classes as the according spin models [76].
Now, strictly speaking the universality arguments of Svetitsky and Yaffe are only valid
for theories with a 2nd order phase transition where the correlation length of the sys-
tem ξ diverges. SU(3) Yang-Mills theory in 3+1 dimensions shows a weak 1st order
confinement-deconfinement phase transition. Thus, an effective Polyakov-loop theory
can only provide an effective description of the phase transition because the correlation
length ξ is finite and the differences in the microscopic physics will show up at some
scale. Nevertheless there are many efforts to explore SU(3) gauge theories by the means
of effective SU(3) or Z3 spin models in the literature [77–79].
In the past effective Polyakov loop models were popular to determine properties like
e.g. the order of the phase transition of the underlying d+1 dimensional gauge theory
via the Svetitsky-Yaffe conjecture. When it became numerically feasible to simulate the
full theory people lost interest in effective Polyakov-loop theories. The most important
reason for that might be, that QCD in not only pure SU(3) gauge theory but there are
also dynamical fermions. These dynamical fermions break center symmetry explicitly.
Therefore, in QCD and QCD-like theories with fundamental fermions we do not have a
real phase transition but a smooth cross-over between the confined and the deconfined
phase. Since there is no real phase transition if we include dynamical fermions, we can
no longer rely on universality arguments. And it is quite unclear how to relate the cross-
over deconfinement transition in QCD to the one in an effective Polyakov loop model.
In the last decade effective Polyakov-loop theories had quite a resurgence. Maybe the
most important reason for that is the sign problem of QCD at finite chemical poten-
tial. There has been a lot of effort to solve the sign problem of QCD, see section 2.1.1,
however, all those methods so far work only for theories simpler than QCD. Effective
Polyakov-loop theories are one class of theories, where the sign problem at finite chem-
ical potential is solvable by e.g. the complex Langevin method. Therefore, they are an
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important testing ground for the algorithms. Further, as Polyakov-loop theories are still
effective theories for QCD, one can hope that we might be able to extract information
about the properties of QCD at finite density.
Now let us take a look at how to actually derive an effective Polyakov-loop theory. In
general the effective action for the Polyakov-loop theory is defined by

exp(−Seff[L]) =

∫
DUδ(L− L[U ]) exp(−S[U ]) . (2.50)

The only task we have to do is to evaluate the integral. However for most theories this is
a quite indomitable task. The good thing is, that we know the basic form of the effective
action just from symmetry arguments

Seff =
∑
~x~y

L~xK
(2)(~x, ~y)L†~y +

∑
~w~x~y~z

L~wL~xK
(4)(~w, ~x, ~y, ~z)L†~yL

†
~z + . . .

+
∑
~x

(
h(1)L~x + h(1)L†~x

)
+ . . . . (2.51)

The first terms contain only even numbers of Polyakov loops and respect center sym-
metry. Their origin lies in the Yang-Mills part of the underlying QCD-like theory. The
latter terms contain odd numbers of Polyakov loops and break center symmetry explic-
itly. Those terms originate in the fermonic part of the action7. Note that eq. (2.51)
contains infinitely many terms. Not only with arbitrary numbers of Polyakov loops in
the fundamental representation of the gauge group but also with loops in the adjoint or
even higher representations [80][43].
Now we know the general form of the effective action. What we now need to do is to de-
termine the form of the kernels K(2n), they will in general depend on the lattice coupling
β, the temperature T and the fermion mass m8, and the form of the center-breaking
couplings h(n), they will also depend on β, T and m. There are several methods how to
determine the effective kernels and couplings. One method is to find the effective kernels
K(2n) via inverse Monte-Carlo calculations [81] [43]. Here one generates an ensemble of
gauge configurations with the underlying gauge theory. One uses these configurations
to calculate the expectation values of an appropriate set of operators 〈X〉. Now one can
look at the Dyson-Schwinger equations for the effective theory. They will depend on the
kernels K(2n) and some coefficients. It turns out that those coefficients are given by the
expectation values of our set of operators 〈X〉 that we have computed by Monte-Carlo
simulations. So now one has a set of equations for the kernels or respectively for the
effective couplings of the effective Polyakov-loop theory.
Another way to compute the effective kernels and couplings is the relative weights

7The fermionic part will also generate terms that contain even numbers of Polyakov loops. Those terms
respect center symmetry. However, all terms that do not respect center symmetry will come from
the fermionic part not from the Yang-Mills part of the action

8Since the terms containing the kernels K(2n) originate in the Yang-Mills part of the action we would
not expect the kernels to depend on the fermion mass. However we will see later, that non-winding
fermion loops can be absorbed in the Yang-Mills action and thus lead to mass depended corrections
of the lattice coupling β
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method [44, 82, 83]. Here one uses a slight modification of a standard Monte-Carlo
algorithm for the full gauge theory. The algorithm is chosen such that the configu-
rations of the untraced Polykov loop is fixed. This is done for some set of different
Polyakov loop configurations. This way, one can calculate derivatives of the effective
Polyakov loop action in the configuration space of our effective theory. When one uses
an ansatz for the spatial distribution of the values of the Polyakov loop one can use the
derivatives of the effective action to construct the effective kernels and couplings of the
effective theory.
The methods described above have been applied very successfully, e.g. Polyakov loop
correlators computed by an effective theory via the relative weights method match the
correlators from the full gauge theory perfectly well over a large range of values for β
even in the deconfined phase [44]. However, all methods described above need somewhat
heuristic truncations and ansatzes for the effective action. Further, so far none of those
methods were able to include dynamical fermions in the effective theory. Thus we will
take a different approach to derive our effective action from the full QCD-like theory.
The method we will use relies on a combined strong coupling and hopping expansion
and was developed by Langelage, Philipsen et al.[40–42, 84]. In this way we are able
to derive the effective action for the Polyakov-loop theory from the underlying gauge
theory in a systematic way and we are in principle able to improve the effective action
order by order. In the following sections we will see how to derive the effective action
from the full QCD-like theory. We will start with Yang-Mills theory and later we will
see how to add dynamical fermions to the theory.

2.4.1. Yang-Mills Theory

Consider the partition function of the non-Abelian gauge field action

Z =

∫
[dU0][dUi] exp

[
β

2Nc

∑
p

(trUp + trU †p)

]
, β =

2N

g2
. (2.52)

In order to arrive at an effective Polyakov-loop theory we integrate out the spatial degrees
of freedom of the gauge fields.

Z =

∫
[dU0] exp[−Seff ] ,

−Seff = ln

∫
[dUi] exp

[
β

2Nc

∑
p

(trUp + trU †p)

]
, (2.53)

≡+ λ1S1 + λ2S2 + ... .

The effective couplings λn = λn(β,Nt) are arranged in increasing order in β, thus the
λn get neglectable the higher n is. Using the character expansion of the gauge group
(details of group representations and character analysis may be found in appendix A),
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we can write the effective action in (2.53) as

− Seff = ln

∫
[dUi]

∏
p

1 +
∑
j 6=0

djaj(β)χj(Up)

 . (2.54)

The sum goes over all irreducible representations with dimension dj and character χj .
Since we are interested in expectation values rather than the free energy, we dropped
a constant factor (depending only on β and the lattice volume. See also [61]). For the
gauge group SU(2) the explicit expressions of the expansion coefficients aj(β) are given
by

aj(β) =
I2j+1(β)

I1(β)
=

β2j

22j(2j + 1)!
+O(β2j+2) , (2.55)

Where the In are modified Bessel functions. For more complicated gauge groups, e.g.
SU(3) the aj(β) cannot be written down in a closed form, see appendix A.2. If one
expands the product in eq. (2.54) one generates terms that contain products of plaquettes
in different, non-trivial representations

drp1arp1χrp1 (Up1) · drp2arp2χrp2 (Up2) · · · . (2.56)

Plaquettes that do not appear in a particular term are in the trivial representation.
Now we can think of term like the one in eq. (2.56) as a graph. In general an arbitrary
graph will consist of disjoint pieces. We can decompose every such graph into connected
pieces, those are called Polymers X. The contribution of such a Polymer to the effective
action, after integrating out the spatial degrees of freedom, is called the activity Φ of
the Polymer. In the following we will restrict ourselves to plaquettes in the fundamental
representation, since higher dimensional representations contribute to a higher order in
β. For simplicity we will call a1/2 = u. By using the the moment-cumulant formalism and
cluster expansion one can show that the contributions to the effective action are given
by the activities of clusters C which consist of a connected set of Polymers [61, 85]. The
effective action then reads

−Seff =
∑

C=(X
nl
l )

a(C)
∏
l

Φ(Xl;Wj)
nl , (2.57)

Φ(Xl;Wj) =

∫
[dUi]

∏
p∈Xl

drparpχrp(Up) .

The combinatorial factor a(C) depends on how the polymers Xl are connected in the
cluster, and is one for a single polymer [61]. Since we only integrate over spatial degrees
of freedom the activities Φ still depend on the Polyakov line variables Wj . To work out,
which kinds of Polymers Xl do contribute to the cluster expansion and to calculate their
activities Φ(Xl) we need to perform group integrals of the type∫

dUχr1(V1U) · ... · χrn(VnU) . (2.58)
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In principle one needs to calculate the Clebsch-Gordan decomposition of the product in
the equation above. If the resulting decomposition does not contain the trivial represen-
tation the integral vanishes (for more details see appendix A.3), since:∫

dUχr(U) = δr,0 . (2.59)

Important consequences are:

1. contributing Polymers do not have spatial boundaries. If they had a spatial bound-
ary we would have at least one link, where we had an integral of the form:∫

dUχr(V1U)χ0(V2U
†) = 0 , (2.60)

since any plaquette that is not part of the Polymer is regarded as a plaquette in the
trivial representation. The integral vanishes, because the Clebsch-Gordan decom-
position between any non-trivial and the trivial representation does not contain
the trivial representation.

2. if precisely two plaquettes with representations r and r′ meet in a link, we must
have r = r′ or r∗ = r′ depending on the plaquettes’ orientations:∫

dUχr(V1U)χr′(V2U
†) = δr,r′

1

dr
χr(V1V2) . (2.61)

Leading Order Effective Action

Up to now, our discussion about the derivation of the effective action was completely
general. We now specialize on the case of the gauge group SU(2), since the specific form
of the effective action depends on the properties of the particular gauge group. Later
on we will also show how the effective action for the gauge group G2 will look like.
Following the rules of the strong coupling expansion, and integrating over the Ui we can
easily see, that the only graphs yielding a non-constant contribution are those, that close
around the lattice in time direction. Graphs, that do not wind around the time direction
of the lattice only produce constant terms which drop out in expectation values. The
first graph with a non-trivial contribution thus is a chain of time-like plaquettes winding
around the torus in time direction (Figure 2.3). The contribution from this graph is
given by

λ1S1 = uNt
∑
<~x~y>

L~xL~y , (2.62)

where the summation is over nearest neighbors. To get to this result one has to succes-
sively apply (2.61). The last step is the integration of the link at the edge of the lattice,
one can use [58]: ∫

dUU
(r)
ab (U †)

(r)
cd =

1

dr
δa,dδb,c , (2.63)

where U (r) is an SU(2) element in the representation r. Improvement of λ1 by including
graphs with decorations is a non-trivial procedure explained in the next section.
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Li
Lj

Figure 2.3.: First graph with a nontrivial contribution after spatial integration for a
lattice with temporal extent Nt = 4. Four plaquettes in the fundamental representation
lead to an interaction term involving two adjacent fundamental Polyakov loops L~x and
L~y.

Corrections From Decorations

At leading order we found λ1 = uNt . However there are contributing clusters that are
topologically equivalent to the leading order result, i.e. those contributions will lead
to the same effective action but with additional plaquettes that will lead to a higher
order in u. Clusters resulting in corrections to λ1 will consist of one large polymer
Ξ winding around the time direction of the lattice and some additional polymers Xi

attached to Ξ. Clusters consisting of several large polymers lead to corrections of order
βNt and will be neglected. Large polymers Ξ are constructed from the leading order
diagram by adding some decorations to it. One can calculate the corrections to the LO
effective action or respectively the LO λ1 by taking the leading order diagram Ξ0 and
cutting out a connected set of plaquettes. Now take a rigid configuration of plaquettes
as decoration and plug it into the hole, such that a new admissible large polymer Ξ
originates [85]. The other polymers Xi of the cluster C are directly attached to Ξ. In

Figure 2.4.: Some polymers with decorations

order to examine, how these new clusters contribute, we shall perform a second moment-
cumulant transformation. For this purpose we define two new types of polymers. We
call a polymer of type X, if it is connected to Ξ and does not touch any decorations.
Polymers of type Y are decorations with or without other polymers attached to them.
Now the cluster C under consideration may be viewed at as composed of polymers Xi

and Yi touching a band of plaquettes Ξ0. The product of all activities in C can be
expressed as

Φ(Ξ0)
∏
i

Φ(Xi)
∏
k

Φ(Yk) , Φ(Ξ0) = uNtLiLj , (2.64)
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with well-defined activities Φ(Yk). As with a usual cluster expansion we write:

λ1S1 = S1u
Nt

1 +
∑
m>0

∑
W1,...,Wm

1

m!
〈W1, ...,Wm〉

m∏
i

Φ(Wi)

 , (2.65)

where Wi is any polymer of type X or Y . The moment function 〈W1, ...,Wm〉 is zero
unless the Wi form an admissible cluster, in which case it is defined as the normal
moment function (see [61]). Now the moment-cumulant transformation yields:

ln(λ1S1) = ln
(
uNtS1

)
+

∑
(W

n1
1 ,...,W

nk
k )

[Wn1
1 , ...,Wnk

k ]
∏
i

1

ni!
Φ(Wi)

ni ,

⇒ λ1S1 =uNtS1 exp


∑

(W
n1
1 ,...,W

nk
k )

[Wn1
1 , ...,Wnk

k ]
∏
i

1

ni!
Φ(Wi)

ni

 . (2.66)

The cumulant function [ ] has the property that it is zero unless the Wi form a connected
set. A rigid object ofWi’s is called a supercluster. Because of translation invariance along
the band Ξ0 the contribution of each supercluster is multiplied by Nt. Fig. 2.4 shows
the most basic decorations and table 2.1 lists all decorations and additional polymers
leading to corrections up to order u8.
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i Wi Φ l

1 u4 4

2 3u4v 4

3 u6 4

4 u8 4

5 u8 8

6 u8 32

7 u8 4

8 u8 -12

9 4u6 4

Table 2.1.: All decorations of the LO-order graphs resulting in corrections up to order
O(u8).

l is the multiplicity of a particular representation, it counts how often a diagram
appears per Nt. As an example take the multiplicity of W8: Put two cubes on the original
band of plaquettes. The cubes may not overlap. The number of possible arrangements
is: 1

2!4Nt(Nt − 3) + 1
2!4Nt3(Nt − 1). The term proportional to Nt is l = −12. Now what

about the terms proportional to N2
t ? The terms proportional tu N2

t have already been
counted by exponentiating W1. So if we would include them again this would lead to
over-counting of terms in higher orders of the series expansion of the exponential.
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The correction W9 is actually a cluster consisting of a cube and the LO diagram, having
one plaquette in common. Therefore we get a combinatoric factor a(C) = −1, when
adding this correction.
Further in W2 the gray plaquette is a plaquette in the adjoint representation leading to
the factor v = a1(β). We can use the following relation to get the right order in u of the
correction:

v =
2

3
u2 +

2

9
u4 +

16

135
u6 + ... (2.67)

This is enough to calculate the corrections of Langelage et al. [42, 86]:

λ1(u, 2) = u2 exp

[
2

(
4u4 − 8u6 +

134

3
u8 − 49044

405
u10

)]
, (2.68)

λ1(u, 3) = u3 exp

[
3

(
4u4 − 4u6 +

128

3
u8 − 36044

405
u10 +

751744

405
u12

)]
,

λ1(u, 4) = u4 exp

[
4

(
4u4 − 4u6 +

140

3
u8 − 37664

405
u10 +

3541576

1215
u12

)]
,

λ1(u,Nt ≥ 5) = uNt exp

[
Nt

(
4u4 − 4u6 +

140

3
u8 − 36044

405
u10 +

863524

1215
u12

)]
.

Higher Order Terms

There also occur terms of higher order in u that lead to a different form of the effective
action, e.g. terms with a larger number of Polyakov loops involved, or an interaction of
loops with distance greater than one, and loops in higher dimensional representations.
The simplest higher order corrections come from Polyakov loops winding several times
around the lattice. It is an easy task to sum up their contributions:∑

<~x~y>

(
λ1L~xL~y −

1

2
(λ1L~xL~y)

2 +
1

3
(λ1L~xL~y)

3 − ...
)

=
∑
<~x~y>

ln(1 + λ1L~xL~y) . (2.69)

The coefficients of this series are given by the combinatorial factors a(C) from (2.57).
Now consider corrections coming from Polyakov loops with distance greater than one.
The leading non-zero contribution comes from an L-shaped graph with a decoration of
two additional plaquettes (Figure 2.5). It is given by

λ2S2 = Nt(Nt − 1)uNt+2
∑
[~x~y]

L~xL~y , (2.70)

and we have to sum over all loops with a distance of
√

2a. Calculations by Langelage
et al. [42] have shown that it is sufficient to use an effective action where we include
resummation of loops winding around the lattice several times but without terms like
λ2S2. The partition function of our effective theory is then given by

Z =

∫
[dU0]

∏
<~x~y>

[
1 + λ1L~xL~y

]
. (2.71)
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Lk

Ll

Figure 2.5.: Graph leading to a contribution with two fundamental Polyakov loops with
distance

√
2a.

2.4.2. Heavy Fermions and Hopping Expansion

So far we only looked at SU(2) Yang-Mills theory but of course we also want to include
dynamical fermions into the effective theory. We can include them by using the Hopping
expansion of the quark determinant. Since the hopping expansion is an expansion for
heavy quarks we will be limited to the case of fairly heavy quarks. It remains to be seen,
if it is possible to use the hopping expansion to some very high order in the hopping
parameter κ to get somewhat close to the physical masses of the up and down quark. In
this study we use Wilson quarks where the Dirac operator reads

D = 1− κH with κ =
1

(2am+ 4)
(2.72)

H(x, y)αβ,ab =
±4∑

µ=±1

(1− γµ)αβUµ(x)abδx+µ̂,y . (2.73)

The term H collects all nearest neighbor terms and is therefore called Hopping matrix.
If one considers heavy quarks the hopping parameter κ is small and we can expand the
fermion determinant in orders of κ.

det[D] = det[1− κH] = exp(tr [ln(1− κH)]) ,

= exp(−
∞∑
i=1

1

i
κitr [H i]) . (2.74)

Here we used a well-known relation for the Determinant and expanded the logarithm in
a power series in κ. Using the explicit form of the Hopping matrix one arrives at

tr [H i] =
∑

x1,µ1,...,xi,µi

δx2,x1+µ̂1 ...δxl,xl−1+µ̂l−1
δx1,xl+µ̂l

tr C [Uµ1(x1)Uµ2(x2)...Uµi(xi)]trD[(1− γµ1)(1− γµ2)...(1− γµi)] . (2.75)

One can easily see, that the delta functions force the arising terms to be closed loops.
Loops that close around the time direction are not invariant under a center transfor-
mation. At finite temperature there are also graphs winding several times around the
lattice, like the generalized Polyakov loop

trWn(~x) = tr

(
Nt−1∏
t=0

U0(~x, t)

)n
, n ∈ N . (2.76)
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We obtain the effective action from the full partition function in a way similar to pure
gauge theory. First, use the hopping expansion to get a representation of fermion deter-
minant as in (2.74). If one has the determinant in this form one can again use a cluster
expansion

Z =

∫
[dU0][dUi] exp[−Sg] det[D] =

∫
[dU0] exp[−Seff] ,

−Seff = ln

∫
[dUi] exp[−Sg] det[D] . (2.77)

Again similar to the cluster expansion of the pure gauge theory only graphs winding
around the temporal direction of the lattice contribute to the effective action. There-
fore the leading order contributions from the fermion determinant are terms containing
Polyakov loops

−
∑
~x

[
(2κeaµ)NtL(~x) + (2κe−aµ)NtL(~x)

]
, (2.78)

with

h = (2κeaµ)Nt , h̄ = (2κe−aµ)Nt . (2.79)

The first term is a contribution from loops winding around the lattice in positive time
direction while the second term comes from loops oriented in negative temporal direction.
For SU(2) the only difference in those terms are the effective couplings h and h̄ which
differ in the case of non-vanishing chemical potential µ. The overall minus sign is due
to the anti-periodic boundary conditions for fermions. It now is possible to sum up
all generalized Polyakov loops oriented in the same direction, particularly for positive
temporal direction

exp

[
−2
∑
~x

∞∑
n=1

(
(−1)n

n
h tr (Wn

~x )

)]
=
∏
~x

det [1 + hW~x]2 . (2.80)

The partition function for the effective theory to leading order in strong coupling and
hopping expansion reads

Z =

∫
[dU0]

∏
<~x~y>

[
1 + λ1L~xL~y

]∏
~x

det
[
(1 + hW~x)(1 + h̄W †~x)

]2
. (2.81)

We can simplify the result even more by using a simple rule for the determinant in SU(2)

det[1 + CW ] = 1 + Ctr [W ] + C2 . (2.82)

By changing the integration measure

∫ [Nt−1∏
t=1

dU0(~x, t)

]
=

∫
dW~x =

∫ +2

−2
dL~x e

V~x , V~x =
1

2
ln(4− L2

~x) ,
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our result for the partition function reads

Z =

∫ (∏
~x

dL~x e
V~xX~x(h, h̄)

) ∏
<~x~y>

[
1 + λ1L~xL~y

]
, (2.83)

and

X~x(h, h̄) = [(1 + hL~x + h2)(1 + h̄L~x + h̄2)]2 . (2.84)

With this result we have a dimensionally reduced effective theory that includes dynamical
fermions with only SU(2) Polyakov loops as degrees of freedom.

2.4.3. Corrections to the Effective Fermion Coupling

Like in the case of pure gauge theory there are corrections to the effective fermion
couplings. Those corrections will be the same for h and h̄ since the two only differ
by the sign of the chemical potential. Corrections to leading order in κ are coming
from graphs that also contain spatial link variables that are integrated out. The first
correction is the plaquette term with O(κ4). Since this graph does not wind around the
lattice it will not yield a correction of h but a correction in the gauge term leading to a
shift in β an thus a κ dependence of u

β → β + 48κ4 ⇒ u(β)→ u(β, κ) . (2.85)

Let us now consider corrections to the effective fermion couplings. Figure 2.6 shows
graphs leading to O(κ2ul) corrections after spatial integration. Here we have to include
additional plaquettes from the strong coupling expansion of the gauge action, otherwise
the integration over the spatial links would vanish. One can sum up all corrections
coming from decorations with 1 ≤ l ≤ Nt − 1 additional plaquettes

(2κeaµ)Nt6Ntκ
2
Nt−1∑
l=1

ul = (2κeaµ)Nt6Ntκ
2u− uNt

1− u
. (2.86)

Again, successive decorations lead to exponentiation. Therefore, including all corrections
up to O(unκm), with n+m = 7, we obtain

h(u, κ,Nt ≥ 4) = (2κeaµ)Nt exp

[
6Ntκ

2u

(
1− uNt−1

1− u

+4u4 − 8κ2 + 9κ2u+ 4κ2u2
)]

. (2.87)

It is possible to show, that for free quarks in leading order hopping expansion the quark
mass, extracted from the pole of the propagator is am = − log(2κ). Therefore we can
interpret h as

h = exp

(
µ−m
T

)
, (2.88)
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Figure 2.6.: Graphs reducing to Polyakov loops after spatial link integration resulting in
O(κ2ul)corrections, with 1 ≤ l ≤ Nt − 1

and the corrections from decorations correspond to corrections to the quark mass

am = − log(2κ)− 6Ntκ
2u

(
1− uNt−1

1− u
+ 4u4 − 8κ2 + 9κ2u+ 4κ2u2

)
. (2.89)

This form of the effective fermion coupling has an important consequence on the validity
of the effective theory. In eq. (2.80) we have resummed all multiple winding loops to
a log. The radius of convergence for this series is |r| < 1. As the operator norm of the
Polyakov line is ||W || = 1, the effective theory is only valid for h < 1, or respectively
µ < mq. Let us state that the hopping expansion is convergent for any µ, it is just
the resummation of the multiple winding loops that diverges for µ ≥ mq. However
we can still use the resummed effective theory for µ > mq in the sense of an analytic
continuation and we will see that we get resonable results.

2.4.4. Fermions beyond Leading Order

So far, we only considered the so-called static quark determinant with corrections to the
effective fermion coupling. To go beyond this approximation, we will define the kinetic
quark determinant

det[D] = det[1− T+ − T− − S+ − S−] ,

= det[1− T+ − T−] det[1− (1− T )−1(S+ + S−)]

= det[Dstat] det[Dkin] , (2.90)

here, T± and S± denote hops in ± temporal or spatial directions. We already com-
puted det[Dstat] in our LO analysis. We further split the kinetic determinant into parts
describing quarks moving in positive and negative spatial directions, P =

∑
k Pk and

M =
∑

kMk. Since the trace in (2.90) is also a trace in coordinate space only closed
loops contribute and we need the same number of P s and Ms.

det[Dkin] = det[1− (1− T )−1(S+ + S−)] ,

= det[1− P −M ] ,

= exp[tr log(1− P −M)] (2.91)

To order O(κ4) we have

det[Dkin] = exp

[
−trPM − trPPMM − 1

2
trPMPM

]
[1 +O(κ6)] , (2.92)

=

[
1− trPM − trPPMM − 1

2
trPMPM +

1

2
(trPM)2

]
[1 +O(κ6)] .
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Now we need to make the directions of the hops visible. Again, P’s and M’s need to
come in pairs for every direction

∑
ij

trPiMj =
∑
i

trPiMi , (2.93)

∑
ijkl

trPiPjMkMl =
∑
i

trPiPiMiMi +
∑
i 6=j

trPiPjMiMj +
∑
i 6=j

trPiPjMjMi ,

(2.94)

1

2

∑
ijkl

trPiMjPkMl =
1

2

∑
i

trPiMiPiMi +
1

2

∑
i 6=j

trPiMiPjMj +
1

2

∑
i 6=j

trPiMjPiMj ,

(2.95)

1

2

∑
ijkl

trPiMjtrPkMl =
1

2

∑
i,j

trPiMitrPjMj . (2.96)

Now let us shed some more light on the static quark propagator (1− T )−1 that appears
in equation (2.91). From (1 + γµ)(1 − γµ) = 0 we can immediately see, that hops in
positive and negative time-direction do not mix and we therefore get

(Dstat)
−1 = (D+

stat)
−1 + (D−stat)

−1 − 1 . (2.97)

We can now use a series expansion for the hops in positive time-direction

(D+
stat)

−1 = (1− T+)−1 =
∞∑
n=0

(T+)n . (2.98)

We then find

(D+
stat)

−1
t1,t2

= δt1,t2(1− qzNtW ) + qzt2−t1W (t2, t1)
[
θ(t2 − t1)− zNtθ(t1 − t2)

]
, (2.99)

q =
1

2
(1 + γ0)(1 + zNtW )−1 , z = 2κeaµ . (2.100)

W (t2, t1) is a temporal Wilson line and for t1 = t2 we have a Polyakov lineW (t1, t1) = W .
The contribution to the propagator in negative time direction is obtained analogously:

(D−stat)
−1
t1,t2

= δt1,t2(1− q̄z̄NtW †) + q̄z̄t1−t2W †(t1, t2)
[
θ(t1 − t2)− z̄Ntθ(t2 − t1)

]
,

(2.101)

q̄ =
1

2
(1 + γ0)(1 + z̄NtW †)−1 , z̄ = 2κe−aµ . (2.102)
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It will be convenient, to split the propagator in propagation direction as well as in Dirac
space:

(Dstat)
−1 = A+ γ0B = A+γ0B

+ +A− − γ0B
− , (2.103)

A+
xy =

1

2

[
1− hW

1 + hW

]
δxy +

1

2
zty−tx

W (tx, ty)

1 + hW
[θ(ty − tx)− hθ(tx − ty)] δ~x~y ,

B+
xy = −1

2

hW

1 + hW
δxy +

1

2
zty−tx

W (tx, ty)

1 + hW
[θ(ty − tx)− hθ(tx − ty)] δ~x~y ,

A−xy =
1

2

[
1− h̄W †

1 + h̄W †

]
δxy +

1

2
z̄tx−ty

W †(tx, ty)

1 + h̄W †
[
θ(tx − ty)− h̄θ(tx − ty)

]
δ~x~y ,

B−xy = −1

2

h̄W †

1 + h̄W †
+

1

2
z̄tx−ty

W †(tx, ty)

1 + h̄W †
[
θ(tx − ty)− h̄θ(ty − tx)

]
δ~x~y .

Note, that the coordinates without vector arrows are space-time coordinates, and that
we already included corrections from spatial hops by replacing zNt with h from (2.87).
It is very important to realize that this form of the static propagator is also valid for
h < 1, due to the convergence criterion for the geometric series. We will now collect all
the terms, take the trace in Dirac and position space and perform the group integration.

Taking Traces

When we deal with more than one combination of trPiMi, it will also be necessary to ex-
plicitly display the spatial coordinates. We will distinguish between terms, coupling two,
three or even four spatial coordinates and we will call those term n-point interactions.

Two-Point Interactions

Up to order κ4 we find three terms involving two-point interactions

e−Sf =

∫
[dUk]

−∑
i

trPiMi −
1

2

∑
i

trPiMiPiMi +
1

2

∑
~x,i

trP~x,iM~x,itrP~x,iM~x,i

 .

The first contribution is of order κ2:

−
∫

[dUk]
∑
i

trPiMi = −
∑
i

∫
[dUk]tr

[
D−1

statS
+
i D

−1
statS

−
i

]
, (2.104)

= −8κ2

Nc

∑
u,i

trBu,utrBu+i,u+i ,

= −2
κ2Nt

Nc

∑
~x,i

[(
tr

hW~x

1 + hW~x
− tr

h̄W †~x

1 + h̄W †~x

)(
tr

hW~x+i

1 + hW~x+i
− tr

h̄W †~x+i

1 + h̄W †~x+i

)]
.

Group integration was performed using eq. (2.63). This forces the link variables to be
at the same position. Therefore the two temporal traces only result in a factor of Nt not
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N2
t . The next contribution to the two-point interaction is of the order κ4. For this term

we will show the derivation of the final result in great detail. The reader should then in
principle be able to reproduce the calculations for all other terms:

− 1

2

∫
[dUk]

∑
i

trPiMiPiMi = , (2.105)

− 1

2

∑
i

∫
[dUk]tr [D−1

statS
+D−1

statS
−D−1

statS
+D−1

statS
−] ,

= −1

2

∑
i

∫
[dUk]tr

[
(A+ γ0B)κ(1 + γi)Ui(A+ γ0B)κ(1− γi)U †i

(A+ γ0B)κ(1 + γi)Ui(A+ γ0B)κ(1− γi)U †i
]
.

Now we take a closer look on the trace in Dirac space:

trD [(A+ γ0B)(1 + γi)(A+ γ0B)(1− γi)(A+ γ0B)(1 + γi)(A+ γ0B)(1− γi)] .

It is easy to see that all terms containing an A will vanish, since for those terms we
always have an (1 + γi)(1− γi) = 0. We then find

trD [γ0B(1 + γi)γ0B(1− γi)γ0B(1 + γi)γ0B(1− γi)] = , (2.106)

trD [B(1− γi)B(1− γi)B(1− γi)B(1− γi)] ,
= trD[B4(1− γi)4] = 32B4 .

When we plug this result back into eq. (2.105) we arrive at

− 1

2

∫
[dUk]

∑
i

trPiMiPiMi = , (2.107)

− 16κ4
∑
~x,i,t[ξ]

∫
[dUk]Bab(~x, tα, tβ)Ubc(~x, tβ, i)Bcd(~x+ i, tβ, tγ)U †de(~x+ i, tγ , i)

Bef (~x, tγ , tδ)Ufg(~x, tδ, i)Bgh(~x+ i, tδ, tα)U †ha(~x+ i, tα, i) .

Here we made all indices and coordinates explicit, latin indices denote color indices.
Because of the overall trace we have to have a closed loop in space-time and we have to
have a trace in color-space. Now we have to perform the group integral. There are only
three combinations of the U ’s and U †’s where the group integral does not vanish:

• There are one U and one U † per link: use eq. (2.63) as integration rule

• All U and U † occupy the same link [87]:∫
dUUi1j1Ui2j2U

†
k1l1

U †k2l2
=

1

N2
c − 1

(δi1l1δi2l2δj1k1δj2k2 + δi1l2δi2l1δj1k2δj2k1)

(2.108)

− 1

Nc(N2
c − 1)

(δi1l2δi2l1δj1k1δj2k2 + δi1l1δi2l2δj1k2δj2k1) ,
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We will also end up with Kronecker deltas for the time coordinates, since pairs of time
coordinates or even all coordinates have to be the same. Then we arrive at

− 1

2

∫
[dUk]

∑
i

trPiMiPiMi = (2.109)

− 16κ4

N2
c

∑
~x,t1 6=t2,i

[
trB(~x, t1, t2)B(~x, t2, t1)(trB(~x+ i, t1, t1))2

+ (trB(~x, t1, t1))2trB(~x+ i, t1, t2)B(~x+ i, t2, t1)
]

− 16κ4

N2
c − 1

∑
~x,t,i

{trB(~x, t, t)B(~x, t, t)(trB(~x+ i, t, t))2 + (trB(~x, t, t))2trB(~x+ i, t, t)B(~x+ i, t, t)

− 1

Nc
[trB(~x, t, t)B(~x, t, t)trB(~x+ i, t, t)B(~x+ i, t, t) + (trB(~x, t, t))2(trB(~x+ i, t, t))2]} ,

or in a more compact form with the 4-vectors u, v:

− 1

2

∫
[dUk]

∑
i

trPiMiPiMi = (2.110)

− 16κ4

N2
c

∑
u6=v,i

[
trBu,vBv,u(trBu+i,u+i)

2 + (trBu,u)2trBu+i,v+iBv+i,u+i

]
− 16κ4

N2
c − 1

∑
u,i

{trBu,uBu,u(trBu+i,u+i)
2 + (trBu,u)2trBu+i,u+iBu+i,u+i

− 1

Nc
[trBu,uBu,utrBu+i,u+iBu+i,u+i + (trBu,u)2(trBu+i,u+i)

2]} .
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When we now use the definition for B from eq. (2.103) and perform the sum over the
time indices we arrive at

−1

2

∫
[dUk]

∑
~x,i

TrP~x,iM~x,iP~x,iM~x,i = (2.111)

κ4Nt(Nt − 1)

N2
c

∑
~x,i

{
Tr
( hW~x

(1 + hW~x)2
+

h̄W †~x

(1 + h̄W †~x)2
+ 2

1
Nt−1

∑Nt−1
t=1 (2κ)2t

(1 + hW~x)(1 + h̄W †~x)

)
(

Tr
hW~x+i

1 + hW~x+i
− Tr

h̄W †~x+i

1 + h̄W †~x+i

)2
+
(

Tr
hW~x

1 + hW~x
− Tr

h̄W †~x

1 + h̄W †~x

)2

Tr
( hW~x+i

(1 + hW~x+i)2
+

h̄W †~x+i

(1 + h̄W †~x+i)
2

+ 2
1

Nt−1

∑Nt−1
t=1 (2κ)2t

(1 + hW~x+i)(1 + h̄W †~x+i)

)}
− κ4Nt

N2
c − 1

∑
~x,i

{
Tr
( hW~x

1 + hW~x
−

h̄W †~x

1 + h̄W †~x

)2(
Tr

hW~x+i

1 + hW~x+i
− Tr

h̄W †~x+i

1 + h̄W †~x+i

)2

+
(

Tr
hW~x

1 + hW~x
− Tr

h̄W †~x

1 + h̄W †~x

)2
Tr
( hW~x+i

1 + hW~x+i
−

h̄W †~x+i

1 + h̄W †~x+i

)2}
+

κ4Nt

N3
c −Nc

∑
~x,i

{
Tr
( hW~x

1 + hW~x
−

h̄W †~x

1 + h̄W †~x

)2
Tr
( hW~x+i

1 + hW~x+i
−

h̄W †~x+i

1 + h̄W †~x+i

)2

+
(

Tr
hW~x

1 + hW~x
− Tr

h̄W †~x

1 + h̄W †~x

)2(
Tr

hW~x+i

1 + hW~x+i
− Tr

h̄W †~x+i

1 + h̄W †~x+i

)2}
.

Again we have replaced all factors zNt with h, to include corrections from spatial hops,
and since we want to apply our model in the cold and dense regime, we drop all terms
that are subleading in Nt and have h̄ ∼ e−aµNt → 0 . In this limit the expression above
reduces to

− 1

2

∫
[dUk]

∑
i

trPiMiPiMi =

κ4N2
t

N2
c

∑
~x,i

tr
hW~x

(1 + hW~x)2

[(
tr

hW~x+i

1 + hW~x+i

)2
+
(

tr
hW~x−i

1 + hW~x−i

)2]
, (2.112)
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where we have relabeled the summation indices of the second term. Also, the next
contribution to the two-point interactions is of order κ4:

1

2

∫
[dUk]

∑
~x,i

tr P~x,iM~x,itr P~x,iM~x,i (2.113)

=
32κ4

N2
c

∑
u6=v,i

[(
tr Bu,u

)2(
tr Bv+ı̂,v+ı̂

)2
+ tr Bu,vBv,utr Bu+ı̂,v+ı̂Bv+ı̂,u+ı̂

]

+
32κ4

N2
c − 1

∑
u,i

{(
tr Bu,u

)2(
tr Bu+ı̂,u+ı̂

)2
+ tr Bu,uBu,utr Bu+ı̂,u+ı̂Bu+ı̂,u+ı̂

− 1

Nc

[
tr Bu,uBu,u

(
tr Bu+ı̂,u+ı̂

)2
+
(

tr Bu,u

)2
tr Bu+ı̂,u+ı̂Bu+ı̂,u+ı̂

]}
.

These are all two-point interactions that one finds in general, other corrections to the
two-point interaction start with O(κ6). However, for the special case of SU(2), there are
additional two-point interactions coming from dynamic diquark contributions. In the
terms:

−1

2

∫
dU
∑
i

trPiMiPiMi ,

1

2

∫
dU
∑
i

trPiMitrPiMi ,

we find further non-vanishing combinations of the U ’s and U †’ from the group integration
rule for SU(2) ∫

dUUijUkl =
1

2
εikεjl . (2.114)

With this rule we can calculate the contributions from the dynamic diquarks to be

−1

2

∫
dU
∑
i

trPiMiPiMi = −8κ4
∑
u6=v

det[Bu,v] det[Bv+i,u+i] ,

1

2

∫
dU
∑
i

trPiMitrPiMi = 16κ4
∑
u6=v

det[Bu,v] det[Bv+i,u+i] ,

leading to an overall diquark contribution of

−Sdiquark = 8κ4
∑
u6=v

det[Bu,v] det[Bv+i,u+i] ,

= 2κ4N2
t

∑
x,i

det
h

(1 + hWx)(1 + hWx+i)

= 2κ4N2
t

∑
x,i

h2

(1 + hLx + h2)(1 + hLx+i + h2)
(2.115)
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Three-Point Interactions

Interactions connecting three spatial indices start at O(κ4)

e−S
f
3 ≡

∫
[dUk]

[
−
∑
i

tr PiPiMiMi −
∑
i 6=j

tr PiPjMjMi (2.116)

−1

2

∑
i 6=j

tr PiMiPjMj −
1

2

∑
i 6=j

tr PiMjPjMi +
1

2

∑
~x,~y,i,j

tr P~x,iM~x,itr P~y,jM~y,j

]
.

The different contributions are evaluated to be

−
∫

[dUk]
∑
i

tr PiPiMiMi =

−32κ4

N2
c

∑
u,v,i

tr Bu,utr Au+ı̂,v+ı̂Av+ı̂,u+ı̂tr Bu+2ı̂,u+2ı̂ , (2.117)

−
∫

[dUk]
∑
i 6=j

tr PiPjMjMi =

−16κ4

N2
c

∑
u,v,i6=j

tr Bu−ı̂,u−ı̂

[
tr Au,vAv,u + tr Bu,vBv,u

]
tr Bu+̂,u+̂ , (2.118)

−1

2

∫
[dUk]

∑
i 6=j

tr PiMiPjMj =

−8κ4

N2
c

∑
u,v,i6=j

tr Bu+ı̂,u+ı̂

[
tr Au,vAv,u + tr Bu,vBv,u

]
tr Bu+̂,u+̂ ,

(2.119)

−1

2

∫
[dUk]

∑
i 6=j

tr PiMjPjMi =

−8κ4

N2
c

∑
u,v,i6=j

tr Bu−ı̂,u−ı̂

[
tr Au,vAv,u + tr Bu,vBv,u

]
tr Bu−̂,u−̂ ,

(2.120)

1

2

∫
[dUk]

∑
~x,~y,i,j

tr P~x,iM~x,itr P~y,jM~y,j =

32κ4

N2
c

∑
u,v,i,j

tr Bu,utr Bu+ı̂,u+ı̂tr Bv,vtr Bv+̂,v+̂ , (2.121)

where the sum is only over terms where the two traces share one spatial point.
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Four-point Interactions

There are only two four-point interactions to order κ4

e−S
f
4 ≡

∫
[dUk]

[
−
∑
i 6=j

tr PiPjMiMj +
1

2

∑
~x,~y,i,j

tr P~x,iM~x,itr P~y,jM~y,j

]
. (2.122)

After integration the first contribution vanishes in the strong coupling limit and only
gives a non-zero contribution if a plaquette is inserted into the fermionic loop:∫

[dUk]
∑
i 6=j

tr PiPjMiMj = O(κ4u) . (2.123)

Since we only calculate the action to order κmun with m+ n = 4 we neglect this term.
The second contribution is

1

2

∫
[dUk]

∑
~x,~y,i,j

tr P~x,iM~x,itr P~y,jM~y,j = (2.124)

32κ4

N2
c

∑
u,v,i,j

tr Bu,utr Bu+ı̂,u+ı̂tr Bv,vtr Bv+̂,v+̂ ,

where the sum is only over terms where the traces share no common spatial point.

2.4.5. Resummation

Remember that we had to expand the exponential in the kinetic part of the fermion
determinant to be able to perform the group integrations

det[Dkin] = exp
[
− trPM − trPPMM − 1

2
trPMPM

]
, (2.125)

= 1− trPM − trPPMM − 1

2
trPMPM +

1

2
(trPM)2 +O(κ6) .

Now, we have all those terms after integration. Our goal is now to resum the resulting
terms back into an exponential to improve convergence and take as many terms of the
original exponential into account as we can. The resummation for the κ2 term looks like∫

[dUk]e
−

∑
i trPiMi = 1 − 8κ2

Nc

∑
u,i

tr Bu,utr Bu+ı̂,u+ı̂

+
32κ4

N2
c

∑
u,v,i,j

tr Bu,utr Bu+ı̂,u+ı̂tr Bv,vtr Bv+̂,v+̂

= e−
8κ2

Nc

∑
u,i tr Bu,utr Bu+ı̂,u+ı̂ +O(κ6) . (2.126)

The form of the higher order terms indicates, that this procedure should always be valid.
However the higher orders in eq. (2.126) have to be excluded from the appropriate orders
in κ to avoid over counting.
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2.4.6. Effective Action for the Cold and Dense Regime

We now have all the ingredients to write down the effective action for the cold and dense
regime. We have to add up and resum all the terms we have evaluated in the last section.
One has to be a little careful as there are some terms that can lead to double counting
in the resummation, however in general this procedure is straightforward. As already
mentioned above, we will neglect all terms proportional to h̄ and all terms subleading
in Nt, which is reasonable for µ > 0 and T → 0. Further, we find that the effective
gauge coupling λ becomes negligible λ(β = 2.5, Nt = 200) ∼ 1 ·10−15. Therefore, we will
completely drop the effective gauge action of our theory. Yet, there are still remnants
of the Yang-Mills part in our effective theory. As mentioned in section 2.4.3, there are
gauge corrections to the effective fermion coupling h, see eq. (2.87). The effective action
for the cold and dense regime for one flavor reads

− Seff =
∑
~x

log(1 + hLi + h2)2 − 2h2

∑
~x,i

tr
hW~x

1 + hW~x
tr

hW~x+i

1 + hW~x+i

+ 2
κ4N2

t

N2
c

∑
~x,i

tr
hW~x

(1 + hW~x)2
tr

hW~x+i

(1 + hW~x+i)2

+
κ4N2

t

N2
c

∑
~x,i,j

tr
hW~x

(1 + hW~x)2
tr

hW~x−i
1 + hW~x−i

tr
hW~x−j

1 + hW~x−j

+ 2
κ4N2

t

N2
c

∑
~x,i,j

tr
hW~x

(1 + hW~x)2
tr

hW~x−i
1 + hW~x−i

tr
hW~x+j

1 + hW~x+j

+
κ4N2

t

N2
c

∑
~x,i,j

tr
hW~x

(1 + hW~x)2
tr

hW~x+i

1 + hW~x+i
tr

hW~x+j

1 + hW~x+j

− 2κ4N2
t

∑
x,i

h

(1 + hLx + h2)(1 + hLx+i + h2)
. (2.127)

We have introduced a new coupling h2, which also results from gauge corrections to the
O(κ2) coupling

h2 =
κ2Nt

Nc

[
1 + 2

u− uNt
1− u

+ . . .

]
. (2.128)

The gauge corrections to this coupling do not seem to exponentiate [84]. One should
also remember, that the last term of eq. (2.127) is only there in two- color QCD. In
general SU(N) gauge theories similar terms will start to emerge in order κ2N .

2.4.7. Effective Action for Nf Flavors

We will now discuss how to extend the effective model to more than one quark flavor.
When we take all flavors to be degenerate, the partition function is modified to

Z =

∫
dUe−Sg det[D]Nf , (2.129)
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where we just get additional fermion determinants from each flavor. Again, we can split
up the fermion determinants in terms of static and kinetic parts and expand the kinetic
part in powers of the hopping parameter. We now find

det[D]Nf = (det[Dstat] det[Dkin])Nf ,

= det[Dstat]
Nf exp

[
−Nf trPM −Nf trPPMM

−
Nf

2
trPMPM

]
[1 +O(k6)] ,

= det[Dstat]
Nf

[
1−Nf trPM −Nf trPPMM −

Nf

2
trPMPM

+
Nf

2

2
(trPM)2

]
[1 +O(k6)] .

When we compare this result with the one from eq. (2.92) we can conclude that the
effective action for the Nf -flavor case will consist of the same terms as for Nf = 1 with
different prefactors. The effective action for Nf flavors of degenerate quarks reads

− Seff = Nf

∑
~x

log(1 + hLi + h2)2 − 2Nfh2

∑
~x,i

tr
hW~x

1 + hW~x
tr

hW~x+i

1 + hW~x+i

+ 2N2
f

κ4N2
t

N2
c

∑
~x,i

tr
hW~x

(1 + hW~x)2
tr

hW~x+i

(1 + hW~x+i)2

+Nf
κ4N2

t

N2
c

∑
~x,i,j

tr
hW~x

(1 + hW~x)2
tr

hW~x−i
1 + hW~x−i

tr
hW~x−j

1 + hW~x−j

+ 2Nf
κ4N2

t

N2
c

∑
~x,i,j

tr
hW~x

(1 + hW~x)2
tr

hW~x−i
1 + hW~x−i

tr
hW~x+j

1 + hW~x+j

+Nf
κ4N2

t

N2
c

∑
~x,i,j

tr
hW~x

(1 + hW~x)2
tr

hW~x+i

1 + hW~x+i
tr

hW~x+j

1 + hW~x+j

− 2(2N2
f −Nf )κ4N2

t

∑
x,i

h2

(1 + hLx + h2)(1 + hLx+i + h2)
. (2.130)

2.4.8. Mass Scale

In order to establish a reference scale for our simulations at finite density, we calculate
the diquark or respectively the pion mass in the vacuum in the hopping expansion. We
extract the mass from the exponential decay of the following pion correlator

am(π) = lim
t→∞

1

t
ln〈π(0)π(t)〉 , (2.131)

where we have to sum over space-like indices in order to have mass eigenstates [88]

π(t) =
∑
~x

π(~x, t) . (2.132)
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The pion correlator is of the form

〈π(0)π(t)〉 = 〈d(0)γ5u(0)u(t)γ5d(t)〉 . (2.133)

Applying the Wick theorem and keeping in mind that one can only contract fermion
fields with equal flavor (also in the case of degenerate quark masses), we arrive at

〈π(0)π(t)〉 = −〈tr [γ5D
−1(0, t)γ5D

−1(t, 0)]〉QCD (2.134)

Now, hopping expand the pion propagator up to order O(κ2). The index QCD of the
expectation value means, that up to now we cannot integrate out the spatial links but
have to use the full theory. Only after expanding the quark propagator we can integrate
over the spatial links. Remember, nly diagrams that give non-vanishing contributions
to the link integration will show up in the pion propagator.
To LO, these are just two anti-parallel temporal gauge-link chains running between 0
and t. The computation of their contribution is analogous to the LO hopping expansion
of the fermion determinant

〈π(0)π(t)〉LO ∝ (2κ)(2t) (2.135)

To order O(κ2) we have five different contributions, one without and four with attached
gauge plaquettes. Figure 2.7 shows all diagrams to order O(κ2). The O(κ2) decorations
are (in the limit of large t)

6tκ2 + 24tκ2u− ut+1

1− u
. (2.136)

In the order O(κ4u0) we have only anti-parallel gauge-link chains, each with two hops in
spatial direction. We get 6t · 6(t−1) diagrams with hops at different temporal coordinates
and 6 · 5t diagrams with two hops at the same temporal coordinate. Again, we would
count the terms proportional to t2 twice when exponentiating repeating contributions,
leading to the O(κ4u0) contribution

(−36t+ 30t)κ4 = −6tκ4 , (2.137)

As in the hopping expansion of the fermion determinant, repeating corrections lead to
exponentiation and the pion propagator becomes

〈π(0)π(t)〉NLO ∝ (2κ)(2t) exp

[
6tκ2 + 24tκ2u− ut+1

1− u
− 6tκ4

]
. (2.138)

By plugging this result into (2.131) we get the mass of the pion

am(π) = −2 ln(2κ)− 6κ2 − 24κ2 u

1− u
+ 6κ4 +O(κ4u2, κ2u5) . (2.139)

We can even improve this result by using the pion mass for a free theory from [89],
which includes the meson propagator to all orders in κ, together with our string coupling
corrections. There are still corrections from the hopping expansion of the effective action,
but they will only start to give contributions at O(κ6). The pion mass is then given by

am(π) = arcosh

(
1 +

(1− 16κ2)(1− 4κ2)

8κ2(1− 6κ2)

)
− 24κ2 u

1− u
+O(κ4u2, κ2u5, κ6) . (2.140)
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Figure 2.7.: Graphs contributing to the pion propagator in O(κ2) hopping expansion.
Each of the lower graphs has to be counted twice, since it is a difference, which propagator
stands of the up and the down quark.

2.5. Effective Polyakov-Loop Theory for G2

In this section we will discuss the derivation of an effective Polyakov-loop theory for
G2-QCD. In principle most of the steps will be completely equivalent to the derivation
for two-color QCD. The only differences are the coefficients of the character expansion
aj (compare to eq. (2.55)) and the group integrals. The two points are of course related
to each other since we need to integrate over the gauge group if we want to compute the
aj .

2.5.1. Effective Theory for the G2 Yang-Mills Action

We have computed all the necessary expansion parameters to retrace all the steps in
section 2.4. The explicit relations can be found in appendix B. There will be additional
corrections from decorations that yield vanishing contributions in SU(2) but the general
procedure is completely analogous. Therefore we can also conclude that the effective
action will have exactly the same form as for the SU(2) case:

−Seff =
∑
<ij>

ln(1 + λLiLj) . (2.141)

In the literature one finds also Polyakov loop models where we have a nearest-neighbor
term with loops in the 14 dimensional fundamental representation. However, one can
show that also these terms, as all other terms, are parametrically suppressed. We have
calculated the corrections to λ up to order u6. Again as, in the case of SU(2), the
corrections exponentiate and we find λ to be

λ(u,Nt) = uNt exp[Nt(4u
4 + 28u5 +

82

3
u6 +O(u7))] . (2.142)

The u5 correction comes from a decoration like the one on the left of fig. 2.4, where we
have an additional plaquette on the bottom of the cube. In this case we find two links
where three plaquettes in the fundamental representation meet. This would lead to a
vanishing group integral in SU(2), in G2 we have

(7)⊗ (7)⊗ (7) = (1)⊕ 4 · (7)⊕ 2 · (14)⊕ 3 · (27)⊕ 2 · (64)⊕ (77) , (2.143)
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and the trivial representation in the Clebsch-Gordon series leads to a non-vanishing
group integral of the form:∫

dU UabUcdUef =
1

14
cacecbdf ,

cace =
1√
3
ψace , a, c, e ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 7} , (2.144)

where ψace is the totally antisymmetric octonionic tensor defined by [72]

ψ123 = ψ147 = ψ165 = ψ246 = ψ257 = ψ354 = ψ367 = 1 . (2.145)

Also, there is a similar, additional diagram contributing to order O(u6). Here, we have
a plaquette in the adjoint representation at the bottom of the cube. The higher the
order in u, the harder it gets to calculate the contributions from decorations as there are
a lot of combinations of plaquettes in various representations that give non-vanishing
contributions.

2.5.2. Leading Order Heavy Fermions for G2

Our strategy to include dynamical fermions into the effective theory is described in
detail in section 2.4.2. The general procedure stays the same. And we again arrive at
the partition function from eq. (2.81):

Z =

∫
[dU0]

∏
<ij>

[1 + λ1LiLj ]
∏
~x

det
[
(1 + hW~x)(1 + h̄W T

~x )
]2
,

=

∫
[dU0]

∏
<ij>

[1 + λ1LiLj ]
∏
~x

det
[
(1 + hW~x)(1 + h̄W~x)

]2
.

For SU(2) we were able to simplify this expression by rewriting the determinant as a
characteristic polynomial and expand in invariants of tensors

pW (λ) =
n∑
k=0

(−1)kλn−ktr (ΛkW ) , (2.146)

where tr (ΛkW ) is the trace of the k-th exterior power, or respectively one of the k
tensor invariants. The idea behind this expansion is to express the determinant in terms
of traces, so we do not have to sample over the full gauge group in the Monte-Carlo
simulation, but only over the class angles. SU(2) has rank 1 and there is exactly one
invariant trW . For SU(3) with rank 2 we have one more invariant which can be chosen
to be trW †. Elements of G2 are represented by 7x7 matrices. For a 7x7 matrix we
generally find seven tensor invariants, however because of the structure of G2 they are
not independent [72], but the relations are more involved than in the simple cases of
SU(2) or SU(3). We do not need this expression in our simulations as it will not lead to
a algorithmic speed up but will use the eigenvalues of W . However, as for the case of
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SU(2), one can use this expression to get e.g. insight into the spectrum of the effective
theory.
Getting the G2 equivalent of eq. (2.82) is more challenging as it is for SU(2) oder SU(3).
However, if we use the fact that the determinant is a class function, it is sufficient to
use elements t from the maximal torus T of G2 (see appendix C). Examining t a little
closer, we see that we can write

t =

u u∗

1

 with u =

eiϕ eiϑ

e−i(ϕ+ϑ)

 , (2.147)

where u is an element of the maximal torus of SU(3) and ϕ, ϑ ∈ [0, 2π]. So we can split
up the G2 determinant in two SU(3) determinants with an additional factor

det [1 + hWG2 ] =
[
det(1 + huSU(3)) det(1 + hu†SU(3))(1 + h)

]
. (2.148)

Now we can use the SU(3) equivalent of (2.82)

det[1 + huSU(3)] = 1 + hL+ h2L∗ + h3 with L = truSU(3) , (2.149)

to rewrite the SU(3) determinants and arrive at

det [1 + hWG2 ] =
[
(1 + hL+ h2L∗ + h3)(1 + hL∗ + h2L+ h3)(1 + h)

]
. (2.150)

We now have the LO fermion content in terms of SU(3) Polyakov loops. However, we still
have to perform the G2 group integral. Although, one can measure the SU(3) Polyakov
loop in a G2 lattice simulation, it is not exactly clear what its physical meaning is. So
we would like to transform this awkward expression into one with G2 Polyakov loops,
since we know that G2 has rank 2, we expect to need two different tensor invariants. The
first two candidates that come to mind are the Polyakov loops in the two fundamental
representations χ7 and χ14. It is now straight forward to expand eq. (2.150), plug in the
SU(3) Polyakov loops in terms of the class angles, look at χ7 and χ14, again in terms of
class angles, and find the result by equating coefficients:

det [1 + hWG2 ] = 1 + (h+ h6)χ7 + (h2 + h5)(χ7 + χ14)

+ (h3 + h4)(χ2
7 − χ14) + h7 . (2.151)

Thus the LO fermion contribution is given by

det [1 + hWG2 ]2 = 1 + (h+ h13)(2χ7) + (h2 + h12)(2χ14 + 2χ2
7 + 2χ7)

+ (h3 + h11)(4χ2
7 + 2χ14χ7 − 2χ14) + (h4 + h10)(3χ3

7 + χ2
14 + 3χ2

7 − 2χ14)

+ (h5 + h9)(4χ3
7 + 2χ14χ

2
7 − 2χ2

14 − 4χ14χ7 + 2χ14 + 2χ7)

+ (h6 + h8)(χ4
7 + 2χ3

7 − χ2
14 + 2χ2

7 + 2χ7)]

+ h7(2 + 2χ4
7 − 4χ2

7χ14 + 4χ2
14 + 4χ14χ7) + h14 . (2.152)
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Also different is h, since the derivation of h also involves group integrals. The effective
fermion coupling for G2 is given by

h(u, κ,Nt) = (2κeaµ)Nt exp
[
6Ntκ

2u
(1− uNt−1

1− u
+ 4u4 − 28κ2 + 9κ2u+ 4κ2u2

)]
. (2.153)

2.5.3. Kinetic Fermion Determinant for G2

We reevaluate all terms in section 2.4.4, this time with gauge group G2. The basic group
integrals for G2 is the same as in SU(N). We can even recycle the integration rule for a
link occupied by UU †UU † in eq. (2.108). There is one additional non-vanishing group
integral. Since G2 is a real subgroup of SO(7) we can evaluate it with the help of the
basic integration rule ∫

dU UabUcd =

∫
dU UabU

−1
dc =

1

7
δacδbd . (2.154)

This again leads to additional terms in the two-point interaction

−1

2

∫
dU
∑
i

trPiMiPiMi ,

1

2

∫
dU
∑
i

trPiMitrPiMi ,

similar to the dynamic diquark contributions in the effective theory for two-color QCD.
However for G2 it can be easily shown that those additional terms only result in a term
independent of temporal gauge links, so we can omit it when calculating expectation
values. The effective action for the cold and dense regime of one-flavor G2-QCD then
reads

− Seff =
∑
~x

log det(1 + hW~x)2 − 2h2

∑
~x,i

tr
hW~x

1 + hW~x
tr

hW~x+i

1 + hW~x+i

+ 2
κ4N2

t

N2
c

∑
~x,i

tr
hW~x

(1 + hW~x)2
tr

hW~x+i

(1 + hW~x+i)2

+
κ4N2

t

N2
c

∑
~x,i,j

tr
hW~x

(1 + hW~x)2
tr

hW~x−i
1 + hW~x−i

tr
hW~x−j

1 + hW~x−j

+ 2
κ4N2

t

N2
c

∑
~x,i,j

tr
hW~x

(1 + hW~x)2
tr

hW~x−i
1 + hW~x−i

tr
hW~x+j

1 + hW~x+j

+
κ4N2

t

N2
c

∑
~x,i,j

tr
hW~x

(1 + hW~x)2
tr

hW~x+i

1 + hW~x+i
tr

hW~x+j

1 + hW~x+j
(2.155)

where h2 is defined as in eq. (2.128).
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3
Results at Finite Temperature

Before turning to results in the phase diagram at finite baryon density, let us start by
giving some results from the effective theory at finite temperature but vanishing baryon
density. This serves to be an introduction to the finite temperature effects in our effective
theory and, since there are plenty of results for both effective theories and full theories at
finite temperature, to test whether our implementation of the effective theory is correct.

3.1. Effective Polyakov-Loop Theory for SU(2)

We start by discussing results for the effective theories at finite temperature for SU(2)
Yang-Mills theory. Later we will also show results from the effective theory with dynam-
ical quarks.
There are many studies on the finite temperature properties of SU(2) Yang-Mills and
two-color QCD on the lattice, e.g. [45, 65, 75, 90–92] in the literature. There is also
extensive work on effective Polyakov-loop theories for finite temperature SU(2) Yang-
Mills theory [42, 44, 74, 81, 83]. Determining the critical effective coupling λc, βc(λc, Nt)
and the order of the phase transition and then comparing this to existing results is an
excellent way to test the code for our numerical simulations.

3.1.1. Critical Coupling and Order of the Transition for SU(2)

Already in the early 80s, it was conjectured that a d + 1 dimensional SU(2) Yang-
Mills theory has the same universal behavior as the d dimensional Ising model [74] and
therefore has a 2nd order deconfinement phase transition. This was later confirmed by
lattice simulations with high accuracy (e.g. [45, 75]). From all these studies we expect
our effective theory for SU(2) Yang-Mills theory with the partition function in eq. (2.71)
to have a 2nd order phase transition with the universal properties of the 3d Ising model.
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Figure 3.1.: Polyakov loop 〈|L|〉 as a func-
tion of the effective coupling λ for Ns = 16.
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Figure 3.2.: Binder cumulant B(|L|) as a
function of the effective coupling λ for var-
ious lattices sizes.

Fig. 3.1 shows the Polyakov loop 〈|L|〉 as a function of the effective coupling. The
plot shows the typical signs for a system with a second order phase transition in the
thermodynamic limit. To check whether this is really the case and to determine the
universality class and the critical coupling λc of the system one has to perform a finite
size scaling analysis. We will do this by using the 4th order Binder cumulant

B(|L|) = 1− 〈|L|4〉
3〈|L|2〉2

. (3.1)

The use of the Binder cumulant has the advantage that finite size effects are much
reduced compared to analyzing the peak location and height in the susceptibilities. The
Binder cumulant for our system has the following properties

• confined phase: B(|L|) = −1
3 +O( 1

V ) as V →∞

• deconfined phase: B(|L|) + 2
3 +O( 1

V ) as V →∞

• at λc: B(|L|) tends towards a universal value B∗

Fig. 3.2 shows the Binder cumulant for three different lattice sizes. The lines intersect
at λ = 0.21417(3) and B = 0.471(5), which we will take as the values for the critical
coupling and the universal value for the Binder cumulant9. Our value for λc is in very
good agreement with the critical coupling λc = 0.21423(70) found by Langelage et al.
[42] and the universal values for the Binder cumulant of the 3d Ising model B∗ = 0.470(5)
and B∗ = 0.46575(11) [75].
Since we now have the critical effective coupling λc we can use eqs. (2.69) to calculate the

9This is a little sloppy, as the the value of the Binder cumulant in the vicinity of the critical coupling
scales like B ∼ B∗ + aN−a1s . However, since the finite volume dependence of the crossing point is
very small this will be sufficient for our purposes.
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Figure 3.3.: Polyakov loop distributions
P (L) for a naive Polyakov loop model and
several effective couplings λ compared to
the distribution from a 4d lattice simula-
tion at the critical coupling βc at Nt = 4.
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Figure 3.4.: Polyakov loop distributions
P (L) for the resummed Polyakov loop
model and several effective couplings λ
compared to the distribution from a 4d lat-
tice simulation at the critical coupling βc at
Nt = 4.

critical lattice coupling βc to a given Nt. For Nt = 4, λc = 0.21423(70) corresponds to
βc = 2.3102(08). Compared to the critical βc = 2.2991(2) from a full 4d lattice analysis
[75] we have an accuracy of better than 1 %. At Nt = 16, λc leads to a critical coupling
βc = 2.5582(02) while the 4d analysis from [93] finds βc = 2.7310(20), corresponding to
an accuracy of about 6 %.

3.1.2. Comparison of Different Action

The amazing agreement of the critical coupling βc from full 4d simulations and from the
effective theory comes as a result of the resummations of the Polyakov loops with higher
winding numbers together with the order O(u12) corrections to the effective coupling λ.
Already the resummation of the multiple-winding loops leads to a dramatic improvement
of the effective theory. A quantity that shows this improvement is the per-site Polyakov
loop probability distribution P (L) defined by

〈L〉 =

∫
dLLP (L) . (3.2)

The Polyakov loop distribution can be measured by histograming the local Polyakov
loop variable on the spatial lattice and aggregating over the whole ensemble. Full 4d
lattice simulations have shown that the Polyakov loop distribution is given by the gauge
group’s Vandermonde potential and remains unchanged up to the critical coupling βc
[92, 94]. In the case of SU(2) the distribution is given by

P (L) =
1

2π

√
4− L2 . (3.3)
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Only if the coupling is increased further, the distributions are skewed and get asymmetric
resulting in a non-zero expectation value for the Polyakov loop 〈L〉. We can now compare
Polyakov loop distributions from full 4d lattice calculations in the confined phase to
distributions from effective Polyakov loop models, also in the confined phase. Fig. 3.3
shows the comparison of a distribution from a naive Polyakov loop model with nearest
neighbor interaction

Seff = −λ
∑
〈ij〉

LiLj , (3.4)

with a distribution from a 4d lattice simulation at the critical coupling βc at Nt = 4.
Note, that due to the different form of the effective action, the critical coupling for this
kind of model is λc = 0.18 [81]. We see that the distributions match only for very small
values of the effective coupling λ. For values close to the critical coupling λc = 0.18 we
find that the distributions from the naive effective theory are massively distorted and
for values λ ≈ λc we see some kind of double peak structure emerging. The Polyakov
loop distributions from our model with the resummed action

Seff = −
∑
〈ij〉

log(1 + λLiLj) , (3.5)

are shown in Fig. 3.4. The critical coupling in this case is λc = 0.21417(3) and the
distributions match the distribution given by the Vandermonde determinant for almost
all subcritical λ. We only see some minor deformations of the distributions close to λc.
To see the effect of the corrections coming from decorations to the effective coupling λ
we can compare the critical 4d coupling βc to the critical lattice coupling calculated by
inversion of the LO strong coupling result from eq. (2.62)

λc = u(β̃c)
Nt . (3.6)

For Nt = 4 this leads to β̃c = 4.3225 which is almost twice the known value βc = 2.2991.
This gets even worse for bigger Nt as more decorations fit onto the lattice. For Nt = 16
the critical beta from inversion of eq. (3.6) would be β̃c = 16.0678 compared to βc =
2.7310. However, by including corrections from decorations up to order O(u12) we are
able to restrict the errors in βc to about 6%.

3.1.3. Including Dynamical Fermions

Dynamical fermions in the fundamental representation of the gauge group break center
symmetry explicitly. Therefore we expect the second order deconfinement phase tran-
sition of the pure gauge theory to turn into an analytic crossover. Fig. 3.5 shows the
Polyakov loop 〈|L|〉 as a function of the effective gauge coupling λ for Ns = 16, with
dynamical quarks and effective fermion coupling h = 0.004. Since we only want to show
the effect of the explicit breaking of center symmetry we only included the static part of
the fermion determinant. If we compare this to fig. 3.1 we see that the phase transition
turns into a broad crossover, as expected.
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Figure 3.5.: Polyakov loop 〈|L|〉 as a function of the effective gauge coupling λ for Ns =
16, with dynamical quarks and effective fermion coupling h = 0.004.

3.2. Effective Polyakov-Loop Theory for G2 QCD

We now turn our attention to the effective theory for the gauge group G2. Again we
start with analyzing the effective theory in the case of pure gauge theory. Studies of G2

Yang-Mills and effective Polyakov-loop theories have found a 1st order deconfinement
phase transition [50, 95]. First, we have to check if our effective theory is applicable in
the case of G2 Yang-Mills theory.

Complex action problem and non-analyticity of the partition function

In principle our effective theory shows a complex action problem for large couplings λ
independent of the gauge group. Consider the leading-order partition function

Z =

∫
[dW ]

∑
<ij>

(1 + λLiLj) , (3.7)

it is easy to see that for couplings above a certain threshold λ ≥ λT some configurations
will yield negative contributions to the partition function, or equivalently, have a complex
action. The partition function may receive negative contributions for

λ ≥ 1

|min(LiLj)|
. (3.8)

In the case of SU(2) negative contributions to the partition function start to appear at
λ > 0.25,10 for G2 the negative contributions start to kick in at λ > 1

14 . However for G2

it turns out to be even worse when we look into the origin of the complex action problem.

10This is not a big problem, as the critical coupling for the effective theory in SU(2) is
λc = 0.214123 < 0.25. For SU(3) one also finds λc < λT .
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Figure 3.7.: Polyakov loop susceptibility as
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Normally, a complex action problem is caused by imaginary parts of the action, e.g. in
real time MC simulations, by including quark chemical potential or a topological term.
This is not a flaw in the theory, we just have no suitable algorithm to perform the path
integral as Monte-Carlo methods break down in this case. The sign problem here is
different, it is not caused by some physical feature but appears due to our resummation
scheme. When we derived the effective action for the Yang-Mills theory in eq. (2.69),
we used the following relation

x− 1

2
x2 +

1

3
x3 + · · · =

∞∑
n=1

(−1)n+1 x
n

n
= log(1 + x) , (3.9)

with x = λLiLj to resum terms with multiple windings. What we ignored so far is that
the power series on the left hand side of the equation has a finite radius of convergence,
namely |x| < 1. Our complex action problem is just a result from using the power
series outside its region of convergence. For G2 the situation is much more malign than
we orignialy thought, as we have max(LL) = 72. This means we start to run into
problems already at λ ≥ 1

49 , here the logarithm is of course real and positiv but the
power series on the left hand side of eq. (3.9) diverges. This would not be a problem if
the critical coupling for the deconfinement transition λc would be less than λT , however
this is not the case. In fact if we use the resummed effective action we do not see a
true phase transition at all. Fig. 3.6 shows that the resummed model does not contain
a 1st order deconfinement transition. The Polyakov loop starts to rise continuously at
λ ∼ 0.08 > λT � 1

49 . Fig. 3.7 shows that the deconfinement transition is a smooth
crossover as the susceptibility does not diverge with the volume of the system. Thus,
the resummed model can not be used to describe the phase structure of of G2 Yang-Mills
theory. Even if we treat the right hand side of eq. (3.9) as an analytic continuation above
λ > 1

49 the negative contributions to the partition function set in at λ = 1/14 < 0.08.
One should note that the strong coupling expansion is still valid for all gauge groups and
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3.2. Effective Polyakov-Loop Theory for G2 QCD

for all couplings β, as the power series of an exponential function has an infinitely large
radius of convergence. What does break down in this case is this particular resummation
scheme we have chosen, to take Polyakov loops with multiple winding numbers into
account.

3.2.1. Effective Theory for G2 Yang-Mills Theory

In the last paragraphs we showed that we are not able to use the resummed model as an
effective theory for G2 Yang-Mills theory so we turn back to the effective action without
resummation of multiple-winding loops

Seff = −λ
∑
<ij>

LiLj , (3.10)

as an effective theory of the thermodynamics of pure G2 gauge theory. As we said above,
we expect the theory to exhibit a first order phase transition and indeed, this is what
we find. Fig. 3.8 shows the Polyakov loop as a function of the effective coupling λ,
where we find a jump at λ = 0.0988(50). We have also looked at the distribution of the
Polyakov loop around λc and found a double peak structure, which is the smoking gun
for a 1st order phase transition. The histogram is shown in Fig. 3.9. Even though the
fundamental domain of G2 is asymmetric, there is an approximate Z3 center symmetry
[96]. Therefore, one should in principle be able to observe a three peak structure in the
Polyakov loop histograms. However, it is quite challenging to actually observe this also
in a full 4d simulation.
We have also tried to extract the critical lattice coupling βc from our simulations by using
eq. (2.142). Unfortunately there are only few publications on critical lattice couplings
for G2. This is due to the fact that for small Nt the topological bulk transition is very
close to the deconfinement transition and for large Nt numerical simulations become
very expensive. The only established value for the critical coupling in the literature is
for Nt = 6, here one finds βc/Nc = 1.395 [97]. By using λc = 0.0988 and inverting
eq. (2.142) we find

βc
Nc

= 1.57514 . (3.11)

This is a deviation of 12% from the actual result. This is due to the fact that our
equation for λ(Nt, β) only takes corrections of up to order O(u6) into account and we do
not resum multiple-winding loops. We can try to take partial resummations of multiple
windings into account, e.g. by summing up loops that wind up to three times around
the lattice. However this only leads to minor changes, the critical effective coupling
λc shifts down to λc = 0.068(1) from which we can extract βc/Nc = 1.54945. Since
including winding loops has little effect on βc, let us again take a look at the expression
for λ(Nt, β). When we try to extract the critical β for SU(2) Yang-Mills theory from a
effective coupling with corrections up to order O(u6) for Nt = 6 we find a deviation of
27% for βc. So it does not come as a surprise that our extracted βc for G2 Yang-Mills
theory is off by 12%. Still, this is very unfortunate when we want to use our effective
theory in a fixed scale approach. In a fixed scale approach the lattice coupling β is left
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constant, the only parameter left to tune the temperature is Nt. The 12% deviation
in βc has a dramatic effect for the critical Nt when working at a fixed scale. When
choosing β/Nc = 1.395, corresponding to the critical coupling at Nt = 6, the critical Nt

from λc(β,Nt) lies between Nt = 2− 3. To correct this effect we can try to include the
higher u corrections in the effective coupling λ by using an ansatz of the form

λ1(u,Nt, θ) = uNt exp[Nt(4u
4 + 28u5 +

82

3
u6 + θu7)] . (3.12)

We now fix the unknown parameter θ such that

λ1(u(βc(Nt = 6)), Nt = 6, θ = 608.547) = λc . (3.13)

Unfortunately, there are no reliable results for βc at Nt 6= 6 from G2 Yang-Mills simu-
lations, so we are not able to check if our ansatz is indeed reasonable. We can however
check, if it is for the case of SU(2) Yang-Mills theory. When we use an ansatz of this
form to fix θ at Nt = 4 we find that in the range of Nt = 3 − 16 the critical βc is
reproduced with better than 5% deviation.

With eq. (3.12) we are now able to make predictions about the critical couplings for
different Nt in G2 Yang-Mills theory. These predictions are summarized in table 3.1.

3.2.2. Dynamical Fermions and Critical κ

We can now include dynamical fermions into our simulations. In the case of two-color
QCD we saw a drastic change in the features of our theory when we included dynamical
fermions. Here, the case is somewhat different: center symmetry can not be broken
explicitly, as there is no center of G2. Still, there is an approximate Z3 symmetry
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3.2. Effective Polyakov-Loop Theory for G2 QCD

Nt βc/Nc

4 1.348
6 1.395
8 1.416
12 1.436
16 1.4457

Table 3.1.: Predictions from the effective theory for the critical couplings βc/Nc of G2

Yang-Mills theory.
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Figure 3.10.: Contour plot of the Polyakov loop in the λ− h-plane of the phase diagram
for Ns = 24. The critical 1st order line and the critical point are indicated by the black
line and point.

but on the other hand dynamical fermions act like an external magnetic field, breaking
this approximate symmetry explicitly. However, first order phase transitions are stable
against weak external fields, but only up to some critical value. As a consequence we
expect the deconfinement phase transition to weaken with decreasing quark mass until it
becomes a second order phase transition at a critical point. From there on the transition
should be an analytic crossover. Fig. 3.10 shows a contour plot of the Polyakov loop in
the λ − h-plane of the phase diagram. We can see that, according to our assumptions,
there is a first order phase transition that ends in a critical point. The critical point is
located at

λc = 0.0850(5) and hc = 0.0227(5) . (3.14)

Now we can use eq. (2.153) to extract a critical hopping parameter κc at a given Nt.
For Nt = 6 the critical hopping parameter is κc = 0.230(2), which is relatively large
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compared to the critical values for heavy QCD [41]. Unfortunately, there is no data
from full 4d G2-QCD simulations for the critical κc. However, G2-QCD simulations at
κ = 0.1565 in [98] seem to indicate that we have a cross-over at this value of κ [99].
We conclude that our equation for the effective fermion coupling h(κ, β,Nt) is not valid
for hopping parameters in this range or we need to include additional spatial hopping
terms in the effective action to accurately determine κc. In sec. 4.2 we find evidence that
additional spatial hopping terms have to be taken into account to reach convergence of
the hopping series for κ ≈ 0.06 and Nt = 6.
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4
Results at Finite Density

Now, we will turn to the application of the effective theory to the cold and dense part
of the phase diagram of QCD-like theories. We will start with results from the effective
theory for two-color QCD and then discuss results from the effective theory for G2-QCD.

Numerical Details

All our simulations were preformed on NIVIDIA GPUs. Since the effective action is
quite complicated we have used the Metropolis algorithm for the update sweeps in our
simulations. For the effective theory for two-color QCD we explicitly made measurements
of the autocorrelations in the density and the Polyakov loop, for that purpose we have
generated 10 000 configurations. Especially in the transition region between the two
exponential regimes that we are interested in here we find basically no autocorrelations.
Only as we approach lattice saturation for µ ≥ mq, see below, we observe some non-
negligible autocorrelations in our data. However, for locating the diquark onset and the
pseudo-critical values for the Polyakov loop we only use data points at values for the
chemical potential of µ ≤ 9.995 GeV where the autocorrelations are negligible. To be
completely safe we nevertheless use only every tenth configuration for the measurements
of the observables, yielding 1000 uncorrelated measurements.

To these measurements we have applied a standard jackknife analysis for the statical
mean and error of our data. The resulting errorbars are included in Fig. 4.1. Because
in linear plots they are always smaller than the symbols, we have omitted them in
most of the other figures with the exception of Fig. 4.9 where we show an example of
the transition region in close-up with errorbars. In the logarithmic plots the observed
scatter of the data at extremely small values of the density or the Polyakov loop serves as
an indication of these residual small relative errors from the independent measurements.

In the effective theory for G2-QCD we did not determine the autocorrelations in our
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data, as we expect them to be small when the lattice is not saturated. Still, we used
only every tenth configuration for the measurements of observables. Again, we omitted
the error bars in the plots, as they are not visible in a linear scale.

4.1. Effective Theory for Two-Color QCD in the Cold and
Dense Regime

We now turn our attention to the investigation of the cold and dense regime of the two-
color QCD phase diagram. Similar to the nuclear liquid-gas transition in QCD there
should be a phase transition at low temperature and finite baryon chemical potential
to a phase with finite baryon density. In the case of two-color QCD this should be a
phase transition to a Bose-Einstein condensate of scalar diquarks, where a non-vanishing
diquark condensate 〈qq〉 6= 0 spontaneously breaks the baryon U(1)B. In contrast to
QCD where we have a 1st order liquid-gas phase transition, the phase transition to
the Bose-Einstein condensate is of 2nd order and continuous. Therefore at T = 0 the
transition must occur at µB = md, i.e. µc = md/2 = mπ/2. The BEC is not a self-bound
liquid. Thus, the transition happens exactly, when the chemical potential is equal to half
the diquark mass unlike for the nuclear matter liquid-gas transition, where the critical
µc is shifted by a binding energy µc = mB − ε.

Leading-order mean-field density

Let us start by analyzing the partion function in the strong coupling limit λ = β = 0,
where we can solve the integrals for the static part of the fermion determinant analyti-
cally. This gives us aditional insight into the model and the effective degrees of freedom.
In the strong coupling limit, the partition function factorizes,

Z(β = 0) =

(∫
dL [1 + hL+ h2]2Nf × [1 + h̄L+ h̄2]2Nf)

N3
s

. (4.1)

For T → 0 at a finite chemical Potential µ we have h̄→ 0. We can now solve the gauge
integrals analytically, in the case of Nf = 1 we find

Z(β = 0) =

(∫
dW [1 + 2h2 + h4 + 2hL+ 2h3L+ h2L2]

)N3
s

,

=
(
1 + 3h2 + h4

)N3
s . (4.2)

We see that for Nf = 1 and T → 0, µ > 0 the contributions to the partition function at
each point in space come from diquarks and states consisting of 4 quarks. The Prefactors
can be identified as spin degeneracies, i.e. we have a vector diquark and a scalar 4 quark
state. This shows us that for Nf = 1 we do not have a scalar diquark and therefore
no Bose-Einstein condensate of scalar diquarks as the groundstate for µ ≥ md/2. For
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Nf=2 the partition function in the strong coupling limit reads

Z(β = 0) =

(∫
dL [1 + huL+ h2

u]2 × [1 + hdL+ h2
d]

2)
N3
s

= (1 + 3(h2
u + h2

d) + h4
u + h4

d + 4huhd + 4(h3
uhd + h3

dhu) + 3(h4
uh

2
d + h4

dh
2
u)

+ 10h2
uh

2
d + 4h3

uh
3
d + h4

uh
4
d)

N3
s

. (4.3)

We can identify the contributions to Z as diquarks and their composites. In particular
we find vector diquarks for all isospin values and an additional scalar diquark in the
isopin zero sector. Since we took the trace in Dirac space we can no longer distinguish
between different parity states but they are degenerate. However from analyzing corre-
lators in full two-color QCD we know the theory contains a scalar and a pseudo scalar
diquark. Therefore the Nf = 2 theory may have a scalar Bose-Einstein condensate as
groundstate for µ ≥ md/2. Further, we observe an explicit symmetry between flavors
and also between states with 4±n quarks. This second symmetry leads to a particle-hole
symmetry around the half-filling point of the lattice.
Since all our simulations are done on a lattice with a finite size we will always encounter
a finite expectation value of the Polyakov loop. To include this finite volume artifact we
will use eq. (4.1) with mean-field description for the Polyakov loop. At T → 0, µ > 0
the partition functions reads

Z = [1 + 2hL̃+ h2]2NfN
3
s , (4.4)

where a factor of two was inserted because the mean-field Polyakov loop L̃ here is
normalized to assume values within [−1, 1]. The quark number density then follows as

n =
T

V

∂

∂µ
lnZ ,

a3n = 4Nf
1 + L̃e

mq−µ
T

1 + 2L̃e
mq−µ
T + e

2(mq−µ)

T

. (4.5)

The same expression can be derived from a Polyakov-Quark-Meson-Diquark model [53]
for very heavy quarks where the quark mass is larger than the UV cutoff Λ. For L̃ = 1 it
simply reduces to the zero-momentum occupation number of the Fermi-Dirac distribu-
tion since the momentum is negligible compared to the mass m2 � p2. In the deconfined
phase it thus describes a free gas of heavy quarks. In the confined phase with L̃ = 0
statistical confinement rules out single quark states and we only find states with integer
baryon numbers. We will see below that for small but finite Polyakov-loop expectation
values L̃ > 0, and small T , Eq. (4.5) due to imperfect confinement behaves as a quark
gas, suppressed by L̃, up to some critical chemical potential µc(T ) where it starts to re-
flect the behavior of a diquark gas with md = 2mq at this leading-order. By considering
µ < mq and hence x ≡ exp{(mq − µ)/T} > 1, we can then distinguish two regimes:

a3n

4Nf
→

{
e(µB−md)/T , L̃ x� 1 ,

L̃ e(µ−mq)/T , L̃ x� 1 .
(4.6)
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The transition occurs at around L̃ x ∼ 1 or respectively µc ∼ mq + T ln L̃ .

Scale Setting and Units

Of course we could state all our results in terms of the lattice spacing a. However to have
a more intuitive view on the results we will set a scale and give our results in natural
units. The first thing to do is to set a scale. We will assume that quarks as heavy as
those used here only have a negligible influence on the running of the coupling, therefore
we use the non-perturbative SU(2) Yang-Mills β-function from [92]

1

a
√
σ

= exp

(
β − d
b

)
, (4.7)

with the parameters
d = 1.98(1) , b = 0.305(6) . (4.8)

In lack of phenomenological input we somewhat arbitrarily use the typical
√
σ = 440 MeV

from QCD also for the string tension of two-color QCD. With Eqs. (4.7) and (2.131)
we are then able to assign a physical scale to our systems. In all our simulations the
diquark mass from Eq. (2.131) is adjusted in this way to md = 20 GeV, and the tem-
peratures range between T = 3.454 MeV and 9 MeV. On our finest lattice with β = 2.5,
corresponding to a = 0.0810 fm, this amounts to κ = 0.00802123 and Nt values between
269 and 700. The parameters for the coarser lattices with β values down to 2.4 lead to
even smaller values for the expansion parameter.

Convergence of the hopping series

In order to assess the range of validity of the effective theory we need to test the conver-
gence properties of the hopping series for various parameter choices. As can be seen from
Equation (2.127) the relevant expansion parameter for the effective theory is κ2Nt/Nc.
Because we are interested in very low temperatures T = 1/aNt, we need lattices of large
extend Nt in the temporal direction, especially as we go to smaller lattice spacings a.
Therefore our hopping parameter κ needs to be sufficiently small. This implies that one
can reach smaller quark masses at higher temperatures and vice versa. To check the
convergence of the hopping expansion we compare expectation values for the densities
a3n from simulations including corrections up to O(κ2) and O(κ4) for different values of

the expansion parameter κ2Nt
Nc

. By taking a closer look at the effective action (2.127) one
recognizes that the convergence properties of the hopping series change with chemical
potential µ. For small chemical potentials we have h→ 0 and all O(κ2Nt/Nc) corrections
become negligible. For large chemical potentials we have h→∞ and all all O(κ2Nt/Nc)
corrections become zero or constant and therefore also negligible. The effect of the cor-
rections is most prominent when h is of order 1 or respectively µ = md/2, which is where
we should check the convergence properties of the hopping series. Figure 4.1 shows a
plot of the two densities for µ = md/2 at β = 2.5, including gauge corrections. The two
agree reasonably well for all values of κ2Nt/2 up to slightly above 0.02. Our Nt range of
269 to 700 is chosen such that κ2Nt/2 lies within 0.0087 and 0.0225, and hence within
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Figure 4.1.: Comparison of quark densities evaluated at the orders κ2 and κ4, both for
κ = 0.00802, β = 2.5, µ = md/2 and Nt ranging between 100 and 2400, including gauge
corrections.

the range of validity of the hopping expansion, cf. Fig. 4.1.
Another matter of convergence is the convergence of the resummations of multiple-
winding loops we used. Strictly speaking, our approach is only valid at µ < mq. How-
ever, we will also analytically continue the effective action, derived at µ < mq, to larger
µ and find the expected behavior.

4.1.1. Results for Nf = 1

In this subsection we first present our numerical results for the Polyakov loop and the
quark density in the effective theory at low temperatures with one quark flavor, Nf = 1.
Even though it is not quite clear what the physical meaning of the Polyakov loop at
finite density is, we will take it as an indication of deconfinement at high density and
low temperature. We plot the the Polyakov-loop expectation value in Fig. 4.2, where
〈|L|〉 stands for the usual expectation value of the modulus of the volume averaged
Polyakov loop

L ≡ 1

V

∑
~x

L~x . (4.9)

Because of the presence of dynamical quarks, even for vanishing net-baryon density,
the Polyakov loop will have a small but nonzero expectation value 〈|L|〉 > 0. For the
parameters of Fig. 4.2 its µ = 0 value is 〈|L|〉 = 0.012. For aspect ratios as the one
considered here, with Nt/Ns ≈ 30 in this example, this value is determined by the finite
spatial volume. It is therefore basically temperature independent. It furthermore also
remains constant in µ until just below the onset of the density near md/2 because the
temperature of T = 5 MeV here is so low that no baryonic degrees of freedom are being
excited as long as the baryon chemical potential 2µ stays well below the gap in the
baryon spectrum. From Fig. 4.2 it appears however that 〈|L|〉 starts to rise from its
µ = 0 value before the onset of the density so that we can not distinguish baryon density
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from quark density here. As we will discuss in the next subsection, however, there is a
very small diquark contribution in the density above µc ≈ 9.96 GeV at this temperature
which is not visible on the linear scale of Fig. 4.2 but where the Polyakov loop still has its
zero-density expectation value. We will provide some evidence that this diquark-density
onset might stay below the deconfinement transition when we extrapolate both to T = 0
for Nf = 2 with scalar diquarks below.

At larger values of the chemical potential the quark density saturates at a3n = 2NcNf .
This is the maximum number of quarks per site due to the Pauli principle, as in the
effective theory for heavy quarks in SU(3) [40]. This behavior which is a lattice artifact
has previously also been observed in finite density simulations of two-color [47] and
G2-QCD [98]. This saturation leads to an effective quenching of the quarks and hence
the Polyakov loop decreases again as it is approached. We also analyzed the Polyakov-
loop susceptibility and found no increase of its rather broad maximum with the lattice
volume hence indicating a smooth cross-over behavior rather than a deconfinement phase
transition in the infinite volume limit. The pseudo-critical chemical potential µpc from
the inflection point of 〈|L|〉 along the µ axis is shown in Fig. 4.3. It coincides with
the point where 〈|L|〉 reaches half its maximum value. By determining this µpc for
different temperatures we obtain a pseudo-critical line for the deconfiment transition at
low temperature which can be extrapolated to T = 0 as shown in Fig. 4.3. We can see
that the pseudo-critical line terminates at µpc slightly above 10 GeV which corresponds
to half the scalar-diquark mass from eq. (2.140) with the parameters used here.

We conclude this subsection by discussing in some more detail the quark-number
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density n defined by

n =
T

V

∂

∂µ
lnZ . (4.10)

As mentioned above, Fig. 4.2 shows the strong increase in the density in lattice units
a3n at a value of the quark chemical potential around µ = md/2, from where on it
rapidly grows to its saturation value with each lattice site fully occupied by 2NcNf = 4
quarks. This transition is described qualitatively well by the leading-order mean-field
formula in Eq. (4.5). This can be seen in Fig. 4.4 where we compare the data for the
quark density at order κ4 from Fig. 4.2 to the leading-order form in Eq. (4.5) with
the corresponding amq = − ln(2κ) for the strong-coupling limit, and with L̃ replaced
by 〈|L|〉/2, i.e., using the µ-dependent data for the Polyakov-loop expectation value of
Fig. 4.2 in the mean-field approximation. To resolve the differences we need to have
a closer look at the behavior of the chemical potential and temperature dependence of
the quark density, especially in the region where L̃ x ∼ 1 with x = exp{(mq − µ)/T}
as defined in Sec. 4.1 above. Fig. 4.5 shows a logarithmic plot of the density and the
Polyakov loop of Fig. 4.2. We observe two different regimes of exponential increase
before the density approaches its saturation value. They are separated by a kink in the
logarithmic plot, here at µc ≈ 9.96 GeV, where the Polyakov-loop still is constant at its
µ = 0 expectation value, 〈|L|〉/2 ≈ 0.006.

The two regimes correspond to the two limits in eq. (4.6) of the leading-order mean-
field density, Eq. (4.5). This is demonstrated in Fig. 4.6 where we compare the density
to two corresponding fits:

When we fit the data in the region of the second exponential increase, for µ values
between 9.96 GeV and 9.99 GeV, to

a3n = 4Nf exp{(2µ−mfit)/T} (4.11)
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with a single parameter mfit we obtain for Nf = 1,

mfit = 20.0045(5) GeV . (4.12)

For comparison, with the same lattice parameters the quark mass from Eq. (2.89) be-

comes m
(0)
q = 10.0024 GeV at the leading-order n+m = 0, m

(4)
q = 10.0014 GeV at the

order n + m = 4, and m
(7)
q = 10.0013 GeV at the order n + m = 7. Therefore, the fit

parameter mfit is consistent with 2m
(0)
q but slightly larger than 2mq = 20.0028(2) at the

same order n + m = 4 (with an error of the size of the higher-order corrections up to
n + m = 7 as given explicitly in Eq. (2.89)). It is larger than the corresponding scalar
diquark mass, md = 20 GeV from Eq. (2.140), which might simply reflect the fact that
scalar diquarks do not exist for Nf = 1. A daring interpretation would be that we see a
heavier diquark mass here, such as that of an axial-vector diquark which can exist also
for Nf = 1.

To test this, we have done the same analysis with the same parameters also for two
flavors (see the next subsection). The same fit to the form in (4.11) then yields for
Nf = 2,

mfit = 19.9986(10) GeV , (4.13)

which is now indeed very close to the scalar diquark mass md and significantly smaller
than 2mq. In order to quantitatively describe this regime of exponential increase we
therefore have to replace 2mq by md in the leading-order mean-field formula for the
density in Eq. (4.5). This indicates that matter on this side of the kink consists of
diquark excitations.

The first exponential increase, for the µ values below 9.96 GeV, is described by

a3n = 4Nf L̃ exp{(µ−mq)/T} . (4.14)
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In this case we use mq = 10.0014 GeV for the quark mass at this order and fit the data
via L̃ as the free parameter. For the one-flavor data of Fig. 4.6 this leads to L̃ of the
order of 10−4, however, with a very large uncertainty. It determines the precise value
of the onset µc of the diquark density, by the intersection point of the two different
exponential fits (4.11) and (4.14), as

L̃ = exp{(µc −md +mq)/T} . (4.15)

With md = mfit from (4.12) for the Nf = 1 data in Fig. 4.6, for example, this leads to
values between L̃ = 8 · 10−5 for µc = 9.956 GeV and L̃ = 1.2 · 10−4 for µc = 9.958 GeV.
In any case, it is much smaller than the zero-density value of 〈|L|〉/2 ≈ 0.006. Instead we
observe that it is more consistent with the expectation value of the local Polyakov loop
L~x. Its expectation value is extracted from the per-site probability distribution P (L~x)
which we obtain by histograming the local Polyakov-loop variable L~x as in [92]. At T = 5
MeV, with β = 2.5 and κ = 0.00802, we obtain for this observable a zero-density value
of about 〈L~x〉 ∼ 10−4 instead of 〈|L|〉 ≈ 0.012 for the modulus of the volume-averaged
Polyakov loop. This suggests that one should use the local Polyakov-loop expectation
value 〈L~x〉 in mean-field approximations as Eq (4.5). The reason behind this can be found
by analyzing values of the local Polyakov loop: since the probability distribution of the
local Polyakov loops stays symmetric around zero up to µpc we will always have some
negative Polyakov loops. A quick look at eq. (4.5) shows that a negative local Polyakov
loop induces negative local particle numbers. Now the expectation value 〈L~x〉 stays
positiv but using 〈|L|〉 as mean-field Polyakov loop value completly ignores the negative
contributions and therefore overestimates the density. Like 〈|L|〉, 〈L~x〉 is independent
of the chemical potential below the deconfinement crossover at µpc. And as soon as
the Polyakov-loop starts to rise from its constant zero-density expectation value the two
agree well within the errors. It is only the residual small value at vanishing net-baryon
density due to imperfect confinement in a finite volume in which the two differ simply
because it takes longer for the modulus to vanish than the local Polyakov loop in the
infinite-volume limit for µ < µpc. This difference is only relevant at densities in lattice
units below 10−4 and hence not visible on the linear scale of Fig. 4.4 above.

In fact, using the local Polyakov-loop expectation value 〈L~x〉 for various temperatures
in the leading-order mean-field formula for the quark density, Eq. (4.5), describes the
data especially also in the low-density region around the diquark-density onset at µc
very well as can be seen in Fig. 4.7. These are not fits. We simply use Eq. (4.5) with
L̃ = 〈L~x〉/2 here to describe the quark density over the whole range of temperatures
we have investigated. It describes the imperfect statistical confinement of quarks for µ
below µc = md−mq+T ln(〈L~x〉/2), an ensemble of diquarks above µc, and quark matter
with lattice saturation for µ larger than µpc where 2L̃ = 〈L~x〉 = 〈|L|〉 as in Fig. 4.4, all
at the same time.

4.1.2. Results for Nf = 2

In this subsection we discuss the results from the effective theory with Nf = 2 degenerate
quark flavors in somewhat more detail. In particular, we describe how well the onset of
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the diquark density at µ = µc agrees with the scalar diquark mass md from Eq. (2.140)
which we know exists for Nf = 2.

As a first example in Fig. 4.8 we present the Nf = 2 results for the quark density
and the Polyakov loop on our finest lattice, with β = 2.5, κ = 0.00802123, Ns = 16
and Nt = 484. This set of parameters corresponds to md = 20 GeV and T = 5 MeV at
a lattice spacing of a = 0.081 fm as in the previous subsection for the one-flavor case.
Both observables show the same qualitative behavior as for Nf = 1 before.

The most obvious differences between Nf = 1 and 2 are the different saturation
densities given by a3nsat = 2NcNf and the maximum value of the Polyakov loop 〈|L|〉
which is a bit higher for Nf = 2. The direct comparison of the Polyakov-loop expectation
values in Fig. 4.10 shows that the deconfinement crossover tends to start at somewhat
smaller values of µ for Nf = 2, and gets quenched later, likewise.

The difference between the normalized quark-number densities n/nsat for Nf = 2 and
Nf = 1 is shown in Fig. 4.11. We can see a deviation around µ = 10 GeV. This is in
line with the observation that the deconfinement transition happens earlier for Nf = 2
as well. As described for Nf = 1 above, we follow the same procedure with Nf = 2 for
various temperatures from 9 MeV down to 3.454 MeV. That is, for each temperature we
determine the intersection point of the two exponential regimes in the quark density (for
Nf = 2 their µ-values are consistently about 1 − 2 MeV lower than those for Nf = 1).
Since the mass-parameter in the second exponential for Nf = 2, see Eq. (4.13), agrees
well with the scalar diquark mass, md = 20 GeV from Eq. (2.140), we now take the
intersection of the lines in logarithmic plots analogous to Fig. 4.6 as the onset of baryonic
diquark matter and extrapolate the corresponding onset chemical potentials µc to T = 0.
The result for the Ns = 16 lattice is shown in Fig. 4.12. Using a linear extrapolation
as in the figure, which is consistent with a temperature independent L̃ ≈ 〈L〉/2, the
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result for the T = 0 diquark onset on the Ns = 16 lattice is µc = 9.9994(18) GeV and
hence includes md/2 = 10 GeV within the error. Larger lattices lead to smaller values
of L̃ and hence a smaller slope ln L̃ in the linear extrapolation, but the extrapolated µc
remains the same. For comparison, the same analysis was also done on a Ns = 48 lattice
with the result that µc = 9.9998(9) GeV as also shown in Fig. 4.6. The extrapolation
of the diquark onset to T = 0 is dominated by its value at T = 3.454 MeV. To obtain
an estimate for the systmatic error of the fit to the exponentials we have used three
different fit intervals for the onsets at T = 3.454 MeV and took the average. Than we
used the combination of the corresponding error with the error of the extrapolation to
calculate the total error of the critical chemical potential µc at T = 0.

In order to test the scaling of this onset we have performed the same analysis also
for 7 different lattice couplings β between 2.4 and 2.5, corresponding to lattice spacings
between a = 0.1124 fm and 0.0810 fm with κ values adjusted so that md from Eq. (2.140)
remains fixed at 20 GeV as before. Again, for each β we extract the corresponding
intersection points of the two exponential regimes in the quark density at the same 7
temperatures between 9 MeV and 3.454 MeV. The extrapolated Nf = 2 results for
the zero-temperature diquark-density onsets from these intersection points are collected
in Fig. 4.13. Within the errors, these extrapolated values for µc basically all agree.
Assuming that µc is thus independent of the lattice spacing in this parameter regime we
simply use their average as our final overall estimate of

µc = 9.9999(7) (4.16)

from the data in Fig. 4.13 as indicated by the horizontal line with the gray error band.
This overall estimate thus confirms that µc = md/2 with rather high precision.

This agrees with the corresponding onset of isospin density at mπ/2 in the effective
theory for heavy quarks in QCD [84], and it shows that there is no “Silver Blaze”
problem [100] in the effective lattice theory for two-color QCD with heavy quarks either.
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In contrast to the effective theory for heavy quarks in QCD [84] where there is some
evidence of a finite binding energy per nucleon ε, shifting the nuclear-matter transition
to 3µc = mB − ε, there is no such evidence of a shift of the onset µc by a non-zero ε
in the effective theory for heavy two-color QCD. This is consistent with the generally
expected difference between a first-order liquid-gas transition in QCD and Bose-Einstein
condensation of diquarks in a second-order transition in two-color QCD. At the same
time, however, the diquark densities obtained here are far from reflecting any sign of
Bose-Einstein condensation. Quarks and diquarks are way too heavy to interpret the
latter as deeply bound dimers. With our parameters for the β = 2.5 lattice the 20 GeV
diquarks are only bound by about 2.8 MeV. If it wasn’t for confinement, the transition
temperature of the diquark-condensation phase by pair breaking should roughly be of the
same order. All we can observe here is an essentially free heavy-diquark gas behavior in
the small window between µ = µc(T ) and the beginning deconfinement crossover followed
by lattice saturation. The only reason we can observe this diquark gas at temperatures
above 4 MeV is probably statistical confinement. Unfortunately, the region where one
might find a superfluid diquark-condensation phase is currently still beyond reach within
the convergence region of the hopping series. Nevertheless, we can attempt to give a
very rough first estimate of a region where such a diquark superfluid might be found, if
we were able to further reduce the temperature, as follows:

Since the pseudo-critical chemical potentials for deconfinement at the available tem-
peratures are also all below md/2, we compare their zero-temperature extrapolation to
that of the diquark-density onset in Fig. 4.14. The difference between the extrapolated
µc = md/2 and µpc is small but significant. As seen in the figure, the deconfinement
crossover then hits the T = 0 axis of the phase diagram just above mq = 10.0014 GeV.
Therefore, a small window for a potential superfluid diquark-condensation phase at suf-
ficiently low temperatures remains. The region where this might occur is indicated by
the shaded red triangle in Fig. 4.14. This region starts at a chemical potential slightly
below µ = md/2 = 10 GeV, i.e. at the lower limit given by the extrapolation error of the
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diquark-density onset for the β = 2.5 data used here. We use this lower limit instead
of md/2 because there are also some truncation errors in our equations for the diquark
mass md, Eq. (2.140), and the effective fermion couplings h and h2 in Eqs. (2.87) and
(2.128). The deconfinement transition temperature at this lower limit is then of roughly
the same order as the diquark-binding energy and hence of the naive estimate of the
transition temperature of a possible diquark-condensation phase.
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4.2. Effective Theory for G2 QCD at Finite Density

We now apply the effective theory to the cold and dense region of the phase diagram of
G2-QCD. This is particularly interesting because we do not only expect to find a Bose-
Einstein condensate of diquarks, like in two-color QCD, at sufficiently low temperatures
but also a liquid-gas transition as we know it from QCD. This is due to the fact that
the spectrum of G2 QCD contains bosonic diquarks as well as fermionic baryons, i.e.
nucleons or deltas. The effective theory should in principle be able to show all these
phenomena.

Leading-order strong coupling limit

Let us again start by analyzing the leading-order of the effective theory in the strong
coupling limit to identify the relevant degrees of freedom of the effective theory. The
leading-order partition function for one quark flavor in the strong coupling limit reads

Z =

(∫
dµred det[1 + hW ]2

)N3
s

,

=
(∫

dµred

[
1 + (h+ h13)(2χ7) + (h2 + h12)(2χ14 + 2χ2

7 + 2χ7)

+ (h3 + h11)(4χ2
7 + 2χ14χ7 − 2χ14) + (h4 + h10)(3χ3

7 + χ2
14 + 3χ2

7 − 2χ14)

+ (h5 + h9)(4χ3
7 + 2χ14χ

2
7 − 2χ2

14 − 4χ14χ7 + 2χ14 + 2χ7)

+ (h6 + h8)(χ4
7 + 2χ3

7 − χ2
14 + 2χ2

7 + 2χ7)

+ h7(2 + 2χ4
7 − 4χ2

7χ14 + 4χ2
14 + 4χ14χ7) + h14

] )N3
s
, (4.17)

where dµred is the reduced Haar measure of G2 (for details, see appendix C) and χ7 and
χ14 are the Polyakov loops in the 7 and 14 dimensional representation. After integration
over the group manifold we arrive at

Z =
(
1 + 2(h2 + h12) + 4(h3 + h11) + 7(h4 + h10)

+ 4(h5 + h9) + 7(h6 + h8) + 10h7 + h14
)N3

s . (4.18)

The partition function is made up of gauge invariant states build from up to 14 quarks
including 2 diquark states, one of which is a scalar, and 4 three quark states, correspond-
ing to a spin 3/2 delta baryon. Our partition function does not include gauge invariant
1 quark states, like hybrid states made from e.g. one quark and three gluons in full 4d
G2-QCD because gluonic degrees of freedom are absent in the strong coupling limit.
To get to a leading-order mean-field description of the quark number density we again
replace all Polyakov loop variables with a mean-field value.

Convergence of the hopping series

Before we analyze the cold and dense region of the G2-QCD phase diagram we have to
check the range of validity of the effective theory. As our effective expansion parameter
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is κ2Nt/Nc, we will vary this parameter and compare results of simulations including
corrections up to order O(κ2) and O(κ4). This way we can check the convergence of the
hopping series. The effects of the corrections are largest when h is of order one. Fig. 4.15
shows a plot of the two quark number densities for β/Nc = 1.39, µ = md/2, including
gauge corrections. The two curves agree up to κ2Nt/Nc ≈ 0.003. If we compare this
to the results for the effective action for two-color QCD in Fig. 4.1, we see that the
convergence region for the effective theory for G2 is much smaller. Even for small values
of Nt, we have to choose κ very small to ensure convergence.

4.2.1. Results

Let us start by discussing results for the Polyakov loop and quark number density for low
temperatures and one quark flavor. We choose our parameters such that we are certain
to stay in the convergence region of the hopping expansion. Fig. 4.16 shows the quark
number density and the Polyakov loop expectation value of the fundamental representa-
tions for the parameter set: β/Nc = 1.39, κ = 0.005, leading to amd = 9.210, Nt = 100
and Nf = 1. In this case, the effective expansion parameter is κ2Nt/Nc = 3.6 · 10−4

and thus well inside the convergence region. We again see that the quark number density
and the Polyakov-loop stay almost zero and independent of µ until the chemical potential
approaches half the diquark mass µ ≈ md/2. Beyond that point we see a sharp increase
in the quark number density until it saturates at 2 ·Nc = 14, as expected. The Polyakov-
loop also starts to rise as µ is approaching md/2, it reaches a maximum approximately
at the half-filling point of the lattice. For even larger chemical potentials it starts to
drop back to its µ = 0 value because of the effective quenching of the dynamical quarks
due to lattice saturation. Again the density onset is well described by the leading-order
mean-field formula. The comparison of the data from the O(κ4) simulation with the
leading-order mean-field model is shown in Fig. 4.17. If we plot the quark number den-
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sity logarithmically over the chemical potential we may now distinguish three different
regions with different exponential increase. The exponential increase is proportional to

a3n ∼ exp

(
x
µ−mq

T

)
, x = 1, 2, 3 . (4.19)

Logarithmic plots of the quark density and the expectation values of the Polyakov-loop
in the 7 and 14 dimensional representations are shown in Fig. 4.18. The transition to

the second exponential region ∼ exp
(

2
µ−mq
T

)
happens where the expectation values of

the Polyakov-loop in the fundamental representations are still constant at their µ = 0
value. As this is the same situation we encountered with the effective theory for two-
color QCD, we will again interpret the two different regions as thermal excitations of a
quark gas, suppressed by the expectation value of the Polyakov loop and a thermal gas
consisting of two-quark states. In contrast to the effective theory for two-color QCD, we

also find a third exponential region ∼ exp
(

3
µ−mq
T

)
corresponding to a thermal gas of

three-quark states. Fig. 4.19 shows the three different exponential regions in the quark
number density indicated by black lines. The interpretation of the different thermal
gases is somewhat more complicated as in the effective theory for two-color QCD. The
strong-coupling partition function (4.17) shows that the two- and three-quark states
are mixtures of color singlet baryons and non-singlet contributions. As our numerical
simulations on a finite lattice will always lead to small but finite values of 〈χ7〉 and 〈χ14〉,
we will also have finite contributions of color non-singlets to our two and three-quark
states. Because of the non-trivial dependence of the expectations values of 〈χ7〉 and
〈χ14〉 of non-singlet contributions we were not able to determine the diquark or delta
mass from fits to the quark number density as we did in two-color QCD (see section
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Figure 4.18.: Logarithmic plot of the quark
density a3n, Polyakov-loop expectation
value in the 7 dimensional representa-
tion 〈|χ7|〉 and 14 dimensional representa-
tion 〈|χ14|〉 for the same parameters as in
Fig. 4.16.
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Figure 4.19.: Logarithmic plot of the quark
density a3n, same as in Fig. 4.18. The black
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the corresponding slopes are µ, 2µ and 3µ.

4.1.1). We still interpret the main contribution of the two and three-quark states as
thermal gases of color singlet diquarks and deltas, as we found a (lightly) bound diquark
in the effective theory of two-color QCD and the G2 strong coupling partition function
also includes these states as color singlets. Analyzing the partition function one would
expect to find also exponential regions corresponding to four and five quark states, even
up to 14 quark states, setting in one after another. However, we are not able to observe
these onsets, probably because the saturation of the lattice is suppressing these regions.
For the parameter region, where the hopping expansion converges, all the onsets and
transitions we are able to find are analytic. From this, we conclude that to find the phase-
transitions to a BEC and the nuclear liquid-gas transition we have to lower temperatures,
i.e. larger Nt. To go to sufficiently small temperatures we will have to leave the region
of convergence.

4.2.2. Results outside the Region of Convergence

In the previous sections, the accessible quark masses in the convergence region of the
hopping expansion of the effective theory are too large to realize the liquid-gas phase
transition or the transition to a diquark BEC (or respectively, the temperatures are to
high). On the other hand, one of our main goals is to compare results from the effective
theory to results from full 4d G2-QCD simulations. Also for reaching that goal we have
to lower the quarks masses to satisfy algorithmic requirements in the full 4d G2-QCD
simulations [99]. We will now increase the hopping parameter to reduce the quark mass
to compare to results from full 4d simulations. To stay at least close to the region of
convergence and due to the fact that large temporal extends are numerically not feasible
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Figure 4.21.: Polyakov loop in the 7 dimen-
sional representation over Nt and aµ for the
parameters β/Nc = 1.4, κ = 0.0357 and
Ns = 16.

in 4d G2-QCD simulations we can lower Nt. Fig.’s 4.20 and 4.21 show the quark number
density a3n and the Polyakov loop in the 7 dimensional representation over Nt and aµ
for β/Nc = 1.4, κ = 0.0357 and Ns = 16. The diquark mass for this parameter set is
amd = 5.32058. The effective expansion parameter for the chosen parameter set and
Nt = 24 is κ2Nt/Nc = 0.00437, comparing this to Fig. 4.15 we are just outside out of the
convergence region of the hopping expansion. As a result we find a numerical instability
for h ≈ 1 in our data. This numerical instability is a result of the breakdown of the
resummation procedure for multiple winding Polyakov loops in the fermion action (see
discussion in sec. 2.4.3). Strictly speaking the instability is there for every parameter
set as h → 1, also in the effective theory for two-color QCD. As we are in the region
of convergence of the hopping series we simply do not see the instability because our
resolution in µ is not good enough to approach h = 1 close enough. As we increase the
effective expansion parameter and move outside the region of convergence, the µ range
in which the numerical instability occurs grows larger. Still, outside the instability
region we find the expected results: density is almost zero until a3n starts to rise as µ
approaches md/2. For even higher chemical potential the density goes into saturation at
2Nc = 14. The Polyakov loop also starts to rise from its µ = 0 value as µ→ md/2, takes
a maximum at approximately half-filling of the lattice and goes down again for even
larger µ because of lattice saturation. As Nt grows, we also recognize that density and
Polyakov loop are suppressed and the onsets of density and Polyakov loop get sharper,
again in agreement with the Silver Blaze property.
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Comparison to G2-QCD Results

We will now compare our data from the effective theory to data from full 4d G2-QCD
simulations. In general it is not easy to find parameter sets where the effective theory
and the full theory can be compared. In the derivation of the effective action for the cold
and dense regime we neglected all terms subleading in Nt. If we choose Nt too small,
this approximation is not valid anymore. On the other hand, large temporal extends of
the 4d lattice are difficult because they require a lot of computer time. The parameter
set we found optimal to compare our data is β/Nc = 1.4, κ = 0.0357 now on a Ns = 8
lattice. The temporal extend of the 4d lattice is Nt = 18. With this parameter set were
on the edge of the hopping series’ convergence region. Fig. 4.22 shows a comparison
of the quark number density a3n from the effective theory to full G2-QCD simulations.
The errorbars are hidden inside the points. The missing datapoints lie inside the region
of numerical instability. Comparing the results from the effective theory to the results
from the full theory, we see that the agreement is very good up to the region of in-
stability. Beyond the region where the effective theory is unstable the effective theory
seems to overestimate the density until it goes into saturation. However, at these values
of the quark number density we expect lattice artifacts to become important anyway.
Also the datapoint from the full theory at aµ = 2.2 seems to deviate from the results of
the effective theory. Here, the effective theory underestimates the density, predicted by
G2-QCD, yet this deviation is not visible on a linear scale. If this deviation at small µ is
connected to the sub-leading terms we neglected in the derivation of the effective theory
(see sect. 2.4.6) or due to different behavior of finite size effects is not yet clear and we
have to do more work to figure out which is the case. Fig. 4.23 shows the expectation
value of the Polyakov loop in the 7 dimensional representation 〈|χ7|〉 from the effective
and the full theory. We see a good match of the effective theory’s results and the results
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from the full theory up until aµ = 2.6. In the region, where the Polyakov loop drops
down again due to lattice saturation, we see clear deviations. At small values of the
chemical potential the effective theory seems to overestimate the Polyakov loop when
compared to G2-QCD. Again, it is not clear, if this comes from simplifications of the
effective action or if it is a consequence of the theories’ different finite volume behavior.
Overall the comparison of the results of the effective theory and full G2-QCD is satisfac-
tory, still a lot is to be done on both sides to make reliable conclusions about the range
of validity of the effective theory and quantitative comparisons. E.g. we would like to
have more datapoints of the effective theory in Fig. 4.22, especially around µ ≈ md/2.
Further, we would like to check the effects of different values of β, Nt, κ and Ns on the
matching of the results from both theories. Ideally we would like to start deep in the
convergence region of the hopping expansion, with heavy quarks but low temperature
and gradually go to smaller quark masses and/or move closer to the continuum limit.
This would take careful choice of the simulation parameters, to make simulations of both,
the effective theory and full G2-QCD, feasible and and would require a huge amount of
computer time.

4.2.3. On the Nuclear Liquid-Gas Transition and Bose-Einstein
Condensation

In all our simulations of an effective theory for G2-QCD we were not able to observe
evidence for Bose-Einstein condensation of diquarks or a nuclear liquid-gas transition.
Similar to the effective theory for two-color QCD our quarks are simply much too heavy.
One of the main reasons to explore the effective theory outside the hopping expansion’s
region of convergence was to find possible evidence for a phase transition at low temper-
atures. The effective theory for QCD does indeed show signs for the nuclear liquid-gas
transition, when going outside of the convergence region [84]. We expected to find sim-
ilar behavior for the effective theory for G2-QCD, as the nuclear liquid-gas transition is
an established feature of G2-QCD [101]. However even for values of κ2Nt/Nc extremely
far outside the region of convergence we did not find any hints towards a phase transi-
tion. One possible reason, why we do not find at least the nuclear liquid-gas transition
is that the additional presence of the thermal diquark gas in G2-QCD somehow covers
the effects of the phase transition as diquark and nucleon onsets are very close to each
other md/2 ≈ m∆/3 in the heavy quark limit and it is difficult to separate between the
two scales.
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4.2.4. Results for 2 Dimensional G2-QCD

Since full 4d G2-QCD simulations require a lot of computational resources the Gießen
group, simulating G2-QCD at finite density, now also does simulations in 1+1 dimensions
to reduce computational efforts. Since it is not much work to modify the effective theory
for 3+1 dimensional space-time to arrive at an effective theory for 1+1 dimensions we will
show the first steps towards comparing the effective theory to a 1+1 dimensional QCD-
like theory. One of the main questions of the comparison will be, if one can compare
the theories at all. In the case of a 1+1 dimensional underlying theory, the effective
theory will be 1 dimensional. Usually one argues that 1 dimensional systems can not
undergo a phase transition, this is known as the van Hove theorem [102]. However, the
van Hove theorem is only applicable, if certain requirements are given, one of them being
the absence of external fields. Since dynamical quarks in the fundamental representation
of the gauge group act like external magnetic fields (in the language of spin systems) the
van Hove theorem does not exclude a phase transition in our effective 1d theory. In fact
there a plenty of 1d models in the literature that undergo phase transitions [102, 103].
What is forbidden, is the Bose-Einstein condensation of diquarks. The Mermin-Wagner
theorem rules out phase transitions connected to th spontaneous breaking of continuous
symmetries in two or less dimensions [104]. The liquid-gas transition is again not affected
by this theorem however, because it is not connected to the spontaneous breakdown of
a continuous symmetry.
Now, let us start the discussion with stating the effective action in the case of one
dimension. The effective action for the Yang-Mills part is

− Sgeff = uNt
∑
x

LxLx+1 , (4.20)

the effective coupling λ reduces to its LO expression since in 1+1 dimensions there is no
room for decorations to be attached to the LO diagrams. In the cold and dense regime
the effective action reduces to

− Seff =
∑
x

log det(1 + hWx)− 2h2

∑
x

tr
hWx

1 + hWx
tr

hW~x+1

1 + hW~x+1

+ 2
κ4N2

t

N2
c

∑
x

tr
hWx

(1 + hWx)2
tr

hW~x+1

(1 + hW~x+1)2
(4.21)

+
κ4N2

t

N2
c

∑
x

tr
hWx

(1 + hWx)2

(
tr

hWx+1

1 + hWx+1

)2

+ 2
κ4N2

t

N2
c

∑
x

tr
hWx

(1 + hWx)2
tr

hWx−1

1 + hWx−1
tr

hWx+1

1 + hWx+1
.

Where we also have to adjust the effective coupling

h = (2κeaµ)Nt exp

[
2Ntκ

2u

(
1− uNt−1

1− u
− 4κ2 + 3κ2u

)]
. (4.22)
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Figure 4.24.: Linear plot of the quark num-
ber density and Polyakov loop in the 7 di-
mensional representation over aµ for the
parameters β/Nc = 1.39, κ = 0.001, Nt =
200 and Ns = 32768.
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Figure 4.25.: Logarithmic plot of the quark
number density and Polyakov loop in the 7
dimensional representation over aµ for the
parameters β/Nc = 1.39, κ = 0.001, Nt =
200 and Ns = 32768.

The most important difference to the effective theory for 4 space-time dimensions is the
missing power of two in the LO term in eq. (4.21). This is due to the fact that in 1+1
dimensions one looses the classification in ’spin up’ and ’spin down’. One important
consequence becomes visible in the strong coupling partition function

Z(β = 0) =
[ ∫

dW (1 + (h+ h6)χ7 + (h2 + h5)(χ7 + χ14)

+ (h3 + h4)(χ2
7 − χ14) + h7)

]N3
s
, (4.23)

= [1 + h3 + h4 + h7]N
3
s .

The partition function of the effective theory does not contain color singlet states, made
up of two-quarks. Fig. 4.24 shows the density and the Polyakov loop in the 7 dimensional
representation from a simulation with the effective action in eq. (4.21) and the parameters
β/Nc = 1.39, κ = 0.001, Nt = 200 and Ns = 32768. The plot looks similar to the 4d
case, hovever the density saturates at Nc = 7 again because we lost the spin degrees
of freedom. Fig. 4.25 shows a logarithmic plot of the density and the Polyakov loop in
the 7 dimensional representation for the same parameters as before. In contrast to the
results from the effective theory for 4d G2-QCD we only see two exponential regimes.
The slopes in the two regimes are given by µ and 3µ. As predicted by the LO strong
coupling result, we do not find a diquark in the effective theory. First results [99] from
1+1d G2-QCD simulations indicate that the theory contains bound diquarks. However
the mass ordering is quite unusual, e.g. the scalar diquark is heavier than the axial
vector diquark. This and further evidence seem to indicate that the diquarks consist of
two quarks with some relative momentum between each other. In the effective theory,
two quarks, forming a diquark, have to live on one site or neighboring sites, thus it is
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not possible for the quarks to carry relative momentum and we do not expect to find the
diquarks from the full theory in our effective theory. Retrospectively the absence of an
exponential region corresponding to 2µ, though we find color non-singlet two-quark states
in the partition function, is a confirmation of our assumption for the effective theory for
4d G2-QCD. Here we made the assumption, that the exponential region corresponding to
2µ was mainly there due to color singlet diquarks. Like in the results from the effective
theory for 4d G2-QCD, the onset of the three quark state happens beyond the point
where the Polyakov loop in the seven dimensional representation starts to rise. Now
it is not clear, what relevance the Polyakov loop at finite density has, in connection
with deconfinement. Yet, if we choose to interpret this thermal three quark state as
a thermal gas of fermionic baryons, the rise of the Polyakov loop might be interpreted
as a screening effect from the presence of G2-QCD matter in the system rather than
deconfinement. However, the interplay between the onset of baryonic matter, the rise of
the Polyakov loop and deconfiment at finite density needs more in-depth investigations
that we are not able to give here.
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5
Summary and Outlook

In this work we have investigated the cold and dense region of the phase diagram of
two different QCD-like theories: two-color QCD and G2-QCD. In order to perform this
investigation we made use of effective theories in terms of Polyakov loops. To calculate
the effective action we have adapted a method, originally developed for QCD. In partic-
ular, we determined the effective Polyakov-loop theory by combining a strong coupling
and hopping expansion and integrating out spatial gauge degrees of freedom. Using the
strong coupling and hopping expansions in the process, the effective theory is valid for
heavy quarks, and away from the continuum limit. However, the advantage of this ef-
fective theory is that it is systematically improvable order-by-order and therefore allows
for a good control over the systematic errors in our approach.
We first applied the effective theory to pure SU(2) gauge theory to crosscheck with earlier
results from effective Polyakov-loop theories and full 4d Yang-Mills results. We showed
that our implementation reproduced the known results. Further, we were able to show
that resummations of generalized Polyakov loops in the effective action considerably im-
prove the behavior of the local Polyakov loop distribution near the critical temperature.
This is an important feature, e.g. for determining the effective Polyakov loop potential
from the effective theory.
Trying to reproduce the deconfinement phase transition of pure G2 gauge theory in the
effective theory, we saw that resummation of generalized Polyakov loops is not pos-
sible in this case. This is due to the fact that the resummation of multiple-winding
Polyakov loops does not converge around Tc. We determined the effective coupling con-
stant λ(u(β), Nt) up to sixth order in the expansion coefficient of the 7 dimensional
representation u(β). By finding the critical coupling in the effective theory λc and us-
ing the analytic relationship between the effective and 4d lattice coupling, we tried to
determine the critical βc. However, by comparing our value of βc to the known value
for Nt = 6 we found a deviation of about 12%. Including higher orders of u(β) in the
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effective coupling turned out to be extremely difficult, as for G2 many group integrals,
including plaquettes in different representations, do not vanish but give additional, non-
trivial contributions to the effective coupling λ. We therefore tried to include higher
orders in u(β) effectively, by fixing λ at one particular Nt to produce the right value for
βc. We checked this procedure for SU(2) Yang-Mills theory where it produces reasonable
results, which hence allows us to make predictions for the critical lattice coupling βc for
various Nt in pure G2 gauge theory as well.
We further included dynamical quarks by using the hopping expansion. In the case
of G2-QCD we found the first order deconfinement transition to be stable against the
introduction of heavy quarks. We mapped the G2-QCD phase diagram in the plane of
the effective couplings λ − h where h is the effective fermion coupling. Decreasing the
quark mass, lead to a weakening of the first order phase transition until it ended in a 2nd
order critical point. From the location of the critical point in the λ − h phase diagram
we were able to extract the critical hopping parameter κc. The extracted value turned
out to be too large when compared to 4d G2-QCD simulations, as the extracted κc lies
outside the convergence region of the hopping series.
When we applied the effective theory to the cold and dense region of the two-color QCD
phase diagram we were able to map out the pseudo-critical line of the deconfinement
crossover at small temperatures. At these low temperatures the Polyakov loop expecta-
tion value 〈L〉 stays at its constant zero net-baryon density value, which is dominated
by the finite size of the lattice. Only when we raise the quark chemical potential up
to the deconfinement crossover around µpc the Polyakov loop starts to rise. Within the
constant regime of the Polyakov loop we were able to identify a kink in the logarithmic
plot of the quark-number density, where the finite temperature behavior of the system
changes from a Polyakov loop suppressed gas of heavy quarks, existing due to imperfect
statistical confinement, to a thermal gas of free, heavy diquarks. For chemical potentials
above the quark mass µ > mq the density describes quark matter going into saturation
as the lattice gets filled with the maximum number of quarks per site as allowed by the
Pauli principle.
We were able to describe the density of the system by a analytic leading-order formula,
with a mean-field description for the Polyakov loop. To describe the Polyakov loop
suppressed quark gas it turned out to be important to use the expectation value of the
Polyakov loop 〈L〉, determined from probability distributions of the local Polyakov loop,
as mean-field Polyakov loop value. This local Polyakov loop expectation value is about
two orders of magnitude smaller than the expectation value of the modulus of its volume
average 〈|L|〉, usually used as order parameter in lattice studies. This is due to the fact,
that negative values of the local Polyakov loop induce negative local quark numbers.
Thus, using the modulus of the volume average overestimates the quark number density.
As soon as the expectation value of the Polyakov loop starts to rise, the two quantities
〈|L|〉 and 〈L〉 agree with each other. Further, in the regime of the heavy diquark gas
(in our simulations the mass of the diquarks was fixed to md = 20 GeV) we saw that
replacing 2mq by md in the leading-order mean-field formula lead to a near-perfect, pa-
rameter free description of the density. Even though our diquarks are only loosely bound
2mq − md = 2.8 MeV this replacement made significant difference in the exponential
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increase of the density. The fact that we are able to describe the density of the system
over the whole range of chemical potentials and temperatures with the mean-field de-
scription of the Polyakov loop with only minor adjustments is rather surprising. The
measured distributions of the local Polyakov loop are not sharply peaked around a mean
value but are rather broad distributions, suggesting non-negligible fluctuations.
We were able to interpret the region between the kink in the logarithmic plot of the
density and µpc as a thermal gas of heavy diquarks. We found no direct evidence for
a Bose-Einstein condensation of those baryonic diquarks, probably because the temper-
atures in the range we investigated T > 3.5 MeV are higher than the binding energy
of the diquarks. Our diquarks are effectively only held together by confinement, thus
they are not deeply bound dimers in contrast to the usual scenario we find in BECs.
Nevertheless, our extrapolation of the diquark onset to T → 0 is in perfect agreement
with µc = md/2 as predicted by chiral perturbation theory. The extrapolation was done
for several values of the lattice coupling β and proofed to be scale independent. Further,
we were able to identify a region, where one might be able to find signs of a BEC in the
future.
The phase diagram of cold, dense and heavy G2-QCD also shows a sharp rise of the
density and the Polyakov loop in the fundamental representations around µ ≈ md/2.
For larger µ > md/2 the density goes into saturation at 2 ·Nc = 14. Again we are able to
describe the density by a leading-order mean-field description. However here, we need a
mean-field description for both fundamental Polyakov loops, in the seven and the four-
teen dimensional representation 〈χ7〉 and 〈χ14〉. The expectation value of the Polyakov
loops behave similar as in two-color QCD. At small µ the expectation values 〈χ7〉 and
〈χ14〉 stay constant at their µ = 0 values until µ ≈ md/2 where they begin to rise. The
Polyakov loop in the seven dimensional representation 〈χ7〉 rises earlier then the one in
the fourteen dimensional representation 〈χ14〉. When we analyze the quark number den-
sity in a logarithmic scale, we can again distinguish different exponential regimes. Here
we find three different exponential regimes corresponding to one-, two- and three-quark
states. The three-quark state corresponds to a fermionic baryon as expected from the
gauge invariant spectrum of G2-QCD. By looking at the strong coupling limit of the
leading-order partition function we would also expect to find expect to find exponential
regimes corresponding to color singlet states made up of more than three quarks (up
to seven quarks). Those exponentials are probably suppressed by the saturation of the
lattice.
When we applied the effective theory outside the convergence region of the hopping
expansion we found a small region in µ where we get artifacts in the density and the
Polyakov loops caused by numerical instabilities when the chemical potential approaches
the quark mass mq. Outside this instability region we found the expected behavior. We
were able to compare the results from the effective theory to data from full 4d G2-
QCD simulations for one parameter set, on the edge of the convergence region. The
4d data matches the results from the effective theory very well for chemical potentials
up to the region where the numerical instabilities set in. Beyond the instability region
and µ > md/2, the data differ slightly until the saturation of the lattice. We are not
too concerned about those deviations in the data as the region where the deviations
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are visible the quark number density has already surpassed the half-filling point of the
lattice, thus the density is dominated by lattice artifacts anyway. Unfortunately, we
do not have many datapoints from the full theory to compare our data to, especially
around µ ≈ md/2. This makes it e.g. impossible to compare, if the characteristic kinks
in the logarithmic plots of the density from the effective theory are also present in the
full theory and, should they appear, if they are at the same locations as in the effective
theory. In the future, we need more data from full 4d G2-QCD simulations, ideally in
the hopping expansions region of convergence, to compare our data from the effective
theory to and make robust quantitative comparisons. This lack of 4d data comes from
the fact that simulating G2-QCD is numerically very expensive, even in the case of fairly
heavy quarks.
One way to work around the numerical costs to simulate G2-QCD at finite baryon den-
sity might be simulations of dimensionally reduced G2-QCD, in particular the Gießen
group recently started simulations of G2-QCD in 1+1 dimensions. Therefore, we have
derived the effective theory for 1+1 dimensional G2-QCD and taken the first steps to
make the comparison to the full theory in the future. In the resulting 1d effective theory
we noticed the absence of color singlet diquarks because the spin degrees of freedom
are fundamentally different in 1+1 dimensions. In general, it will be interesting to see
if a 1d effective theory can explain data of a higher dimensional underlying theory, in
particular with regard to a possible first order liquid-gas phase transition.
In general we were able to show that effective Polyakov-loop theories for heavy quarks re-
flect important physical properties of the underlying QCD-like theories at finite baryon
density and essential differences between the different theories we examined, e.g. the
gauge invariant spectrum of the theory or the realization of the Silver Blaze property.
We were able to generate lots of results from the effective theories, as numerical simu-
lations with the effective actions are rather inexpensive. So far, however, there simply
is not enough data from the full QCD-like theories to compare our results to. Still, we
were able to make a qualitative check of the effective theories and some minor quan-
titative comparisons to the existing results from finite density, heavy G2-QCD. These
comparisons proved to be satisfying, yet a full-fledged quantitative analysis of the effec-
tive theory’s validity was not possible with the few existing results from full QCD-like
theories in the cold and dense regime. More extensive quantitative comparison to the
results of full QCD-like theories and finding the range of validity for the effective theory
will be interesting tasks for future work. This will be possible as soon as results for the
full QCD-like theories with heavy quarks become available.
Even though the effective theory seems to realize the Silver Blaze property correctly we
have to take our results with a grain of salt for we were not able to find evidence for any
kind of phase transition connected to the onset of baryon density, even when we applied
the theory at extremely low temperatures beyond the convergence of the hopping series.
Maybe our quarks are simply to heavy for the theory to undergo any kind of phase
transition. However, this question will hopefully be answered in the future when higher
orders of the combined hopping and strong coupling expansion will be included to push
the theory closer to the physical pion mass.
Another matter is, if the convergence properties of the combined strong coupling and
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hopping expansion are such that we will be able to apply the effective theory to QCD
with physical pion mass at finite baryon density. This is still under investigation and if
it is possible, it will be a long and difficult way to identify and calculate all terms that
have to be taken into account for reaching physical quark masses. Nevertheless, effective
Polyakov-loop theories still provide valuable understanding about the features of QCD-
like theories at finite baryon density on the lattice. This understanding is desirable, as
the more we learn about the phase diagram of QCD-like theories at finite density it turns
out to be challenging to disentangle lattice effects from continuum physics. Of course,
this will eventually become important, if we will be able to solve the QCD sign problem
in the future.
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A
Basic Facts about Group Representations

In quantum mechanics a transformation is associated with a unitary operator acting on
the Hilbert space.11 Thus, a transformation group of the system is associated with a
mapping of the group into a set of unitary operators

ρ : G→ U(H) . (A.1)

This means, for every element g of the symmetry group G there is a ρ(g) which is
a unitary operator on the Hilbert space H. If the mapping preserves the algebraic
structure, meaning

ρ(g · h) = ρ(g) · ρ(h) ∀g, h ∈ G , (A.2)

we call the mapping ρ a representation of the group G. It will be convenient to think of
representations both as linear operators and as matrices. The connection between them
is easy. Take |i〉 to be an orthonormal basis of the Hilbert space. The matrix elements
of the of the linear operator are

(ρ(g))ij = 〈i|ρ(g)|j〉 . (A.3)

Since we are now able to think of representations as matrices we can make two more
definitions. Two representations ρ and ρ′ are equivalent if they are related by a similarity
transformation

ρ′(g) = Sρ(g)S−1 , (A.4)

for a fixed S and for all g ∈ G. If a representation can be brought into the form

ρ(g) =

(
ρ1(g) X(g)

0 ρ2(g)

)
, (A.5)

11there is also the possibility of anti-unitary operators, but let us ignore them for now.
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by a similarity tranformation for all g ∈ G it is called reducible. A representation ρ is
called fully reducible if it is equivalent to a block-diagonal representation ρ′

ρ′(g) = Sρ(g)S−1 =

(
ρ′1(g) 0

0 ρ′2(g)

)
. (A.6)

The Hilbert space H on which ρ acts then breaks down to two orthogonal invariant
subspaces. The representation ρ′ is said to be the direct sum of ρ′1 and ρ′2

ρ′ = ρ′1 ⊕ ρ′2 . (A.7)

A representation is called irreducible, if it is not reducible. For the groups that we will
study the irreducible representations are all unitary and finite dimensional. The groups
we are studying are Lie groups. Therefore we will not give parameterizations of different
representations but show the group’s generators in the different representations. As a
reminder, the connection between a given parametrization of a group element and the
generators of the group is

U(ϕa) = exp[iϕaTa] , (A.8)

where U(ϕa) is the group element, the ϕa are the variables parameterizing the group
and the Ta are the generators of the group. The first example are the generators of the
fundamental representation of SU(2), i.e. the smallest dimensional, non-trivial represen-
tation of SU(2): The well known Pauli matrices. The generators satisfy the following
commutation relation

[Ta, Tb] = ifabcTc , (A.9)

where in this case the structure constants fabc are given by two times the totally antisym-
metric tensor fabc = 2εabc. If the generators Ta of some representation ρ satisfy (A.9),
the matrices −T ∗a satisfy the same relation. Thus they also generate a representation of
the group, since we have

exp[−iϕaT ∗a ] = U∗(ϕa) . (A.10)

We call this representation the complex conjugate representation of ρ and denote it by
ρ. The complex conjugate of the fundamental representation is also called the anti-
fundamental representation.
The generators of a group also satisfy the Jacobi identity

[Ta, [Tb, Tc]] + cyclic permutations = 0 . (A.11)

In terms of the structure constants the above equation becomes

fbcdfade + fabdfcde + fcadfbde = 0 . (A.12)

If we define a new set of matrices (
T̃a

)
bc

= −ifabc , (A.13)
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then (A.12) can be rewritten as

[T̃a, T̃b] = ifabcT̃c . (A.14)

The representation generated by these matrices is called the adjoint representation. The
dimension of a given representation is equal to the dimension of the Hilbert space it
acts on. In case of the adjoint representation the dimension is equal to the number of
generators. In the case of SU(2) the dimension of the adjoint representation is three.

A.1. Higher Dimensional Representations

We already saw that the direct sum of two representations ρ1 and ρ2 produces a reducible
representation on the Hilbert space H1⊕H2. There is also the possibility to combine ρ1

and ρ2 via a tensor product

(ρ1 ⊗ ρ2)(g) = ρ1(g)⊗ ρ2(g) . (A.15)

This also gives a representation now acting on the Hilbert space H1 ⊗ H2. The fun-
damental theorem on representations of unitary groups states that all irreducible rep-
resentations of SU(N) can be generated by tensor products of the fundamental and
anti-fundamental representations [105]. In principle one could build all irreducible rep-
resentations of SU(N) by calculating tensor products. There is a clever way to work
out all these tensor products in a graphical way. This technique to construct all irre-
ducible unitary representations for SU(N) relies on so called Young tableaux (For a good
overview about how to use Young tableaux, see e.g. [105] and [106]).

A.2. Characters Analysis

Similar to ordinary Fourier analysis, we can expand a function depending on group
elements in terms of special functions of the group. Those functions are characteristic
for different representations and are called group characters. The expansion of the gauge
action in terms of group characters is one particular way to work out the strong coupling
expansion of a gauge theory. Let us start with the definition of the group characters.
The character χr of a representation ρr(U) is given by

χr(U) = tr ρr(U) . (A.16)

Its value at unity gives the dimension of the representation

χr(1) = dr . (A.17)

It is a basic but important fact that the trace is independent of the choice of a basis of
our Hilbert space

χr(V UV
−1) = χr(U) , U , V ∈ G . (A.18)
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We say that the character of a representation is a class function and only depends
on the invariant angles of a representation. The characters of the irreducible, unitary
representations of a group G are orthogonal∫

dU χr(U)χs(U) = δrs , (A.19)

where χr(U) is the character of the complex conjugate of the representation ρr(U). For
now, just assume we have a well defined way to integrate over the group manifold,
in fact we will define the group integral with the so called Haar measure in the next
section. Moreover, the theorem of Peter and Weyl states that the characters of the
irreducible representations form an orthonormal basis of the Hilbert space of the square-
integrable class functions [106]. That means that every square-integrable function on the
group f(U), obeying f(U) = f(V UV −1) U, V ∈ G can be expanded in terms of group
characters

f(U) =
∑
r∈Ĝ

= frχr(U) ,

fr =

∫
dU χr(U)f(U) . (A.20)

This is the harmonic analysis on group manifolds and for U(1) we have ordinary Fourier
analysis. The completeness relation of characters is∑

r∈Ĝ

χr(U)χr(V ) = δ(UV −1) , (A.21)

where the delta function is defined as∫
dU f(U)δ(UV −1) = f(V ) . (A.22)

As an example let us take a look at the action of a single plaquette with Wilson’s gauge
action

exp[−Sp(Up)] . (A.23)

We write its character expansion in the form

exp[−Sp(Up)] =
∑
r∈Ĝ

drcr(β)χr(Up) , (A.24)

where dr is the dimension of the representation. The explicit coefficients cr(β) are

cr =Ir(β)e−β for U(1),

cr =
2

β
I2r+1(β)e−β for SU(2). (A.25)

The Ir are modified Bessel functions of the first kind and we encountered these coeffi-
cients in the strong coupling expansion of the Yang-Mills action. For the gauge group
SU(3) and other, more complicated gauge groups we are not able to write down the
expansion coefficients in a closed form.
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A.3. Invariant Integration on Groups

We will now take a close look at the integration over the group manifold that was already
used in the last section. The first ingredient we need for a well defined integration
procedure is an integration measure. It can be shown that there is a unique, normalized
integration measure for every compact Lie-group, the Haar measure. It has the follwing
properties ∫

dg =

∫
d(gh) =

∫
d(hg) =

∫
dg−1∫

dg = 1 , (A.26)

where g and h are elements of the group. From this we can read of that the integration
measure is in fact invariant under gauge transformations. The Haar measure is com-
pletely defined by gauge invariance and normalization for every compact Lie group. For
example one of the most important features of the Haar measure follows directly from
gauge invariance: ∫

dg f(g) =

∫
dg f(hg) . (A.27)

Now we can imediately see that ∫
dg g = 0 . (A.28)

An explicit construction of the Haar measure can be obtained as an integral over the
parameter space of the group and an according Jacobi determinant (metric tensor) [58].
However this construction can be quite tedious for larger groups. We will sketch a
procedure where we do not need the explicit form of the Haar measure. In fact equations
(A.26) and (A.28) completely determine all integrals over all possible functions of the
group elements, since integrals over every product of group elements can be reduced to
integrals over a single group element in some arbitrary representation by Clebsch-Gordan
decomposition of the product. The general rule for group integration is

Every integral over an arbitrary function of the group elements is determined by the
Clebsch-Gordan decomposition of the integrand. If the Clebsch-Gordon decomposition

of the the integrand contains the trivial representation the integral will not vanish.
The value of the integral is then given by the multiplicity of the trivial representation.

The general form of an integral emerging in strong coupling or hopping expansions is of
the form ∫

dg χr1(h1g) · · · · · χri(hig)χrj (hjg
−1) · · · · · χrn(hng

−1) (A.29)

where χrl is the character in the representation rl. The general way to compute this
integral is to calculate the Clebsch-Gordan decomposition of the product in the above
equation. In particular, if the Clebsch-Gordan decomposition does not contain the trivial
representation the integral vanishes, since:∫

dg χr(g) = δr,0 . (A.30)
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Now we have to find the Clebsch-Gordon decomposition of (A.29). All of the decompo-
sition except for terms proportional to the trivial character will vanish. So if the trivial
representation is part of the Clebsch-Gordon decomposition then (A.29) will result in a
some non-vanishing combination of the hl, where the exact form of the combination is
determined by the tensor structure of the trivial representation of the decomposition.
The simplest example for the integration procedure is:∫

dgχr(gh)χr′(g
−1f) = δr,r′

1

dr
χr(fh) . (A.31)

So in general everything one has to do is work out the Clebsch-Gordon decomposition
of (A.29) and determine the tensor structure of the trivial part of the decomposition.
Even though this is straight forward and sounds quite simple it takes a lot of effort to
do this correctly.
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Character Expansion for G2

We will now perform the character expansion of the G2 plaquette action. Remember
that according to eq. (A.24) and eq. (A.25) we can expand the action for a single
plaqutte in the following form

exp[−Sp(U)] =
∑
r∈Ĝ

frχr(U) ,

fr =

∫
dUχ̄r(U) exp[−Sp(U)] , (B.1)

where χ̄r(U) is the character in the complex conjugate representation. for our purposes
it will be sufficient to take only the first three representations namely the trivial (1) the
fundamental (7) and the adjoint (14) representation into account. Since G2 is real we
find that also (7) and (14) are real representations. Therefore we have χ̄(7) = χ(7) and
χ̄(14) = χ(14). For the trivial representation this is always the case. To carry out the
integration we have to expand the exponential

fr =

∫
dUχr(U)

∞∑
n=0

1

n!

[
β

2Nc
(trU + trU †)

]n
,

=

∫
dU

∞∑
n=0

1

n!

[
β

Nc

]n
χr(U)χn(1,0)(U) , (B.2)
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and find the Clebsch-Gordon decomposition of the character products. The first three
expansion coefficients up to order β5 read:

f(1) = 1 +
β2

2!72
+

β3

3!73
+ 4

β4

4!74
+ 10

β5

5!75
,

f(7) =
β

7
+

β2

2!72
+ 4

β3

3!73
+ 10

β4

4!74
+ 35

β5

5!75
,

f(14) =
β2

2!72
+ 2

β3

3!73
+ 9

β4

4!74
+ 30

β5

5!75
. (B.3)

The results were obtained with the aid of the computer algebra package LiE12. Now
we compare the expansion coefficients from eq. (2.54) with the coefficients we just
computed. They are related by

ar =
fr

f(1)dr
. (B.4)

Therefore we find the expansion parameters

u = a(7) =
x

7
+
x2

14
+
x3

42
− x5

168
− x6

36
,

v = a(14) =
x2

42
+
x3

42
+

5x4

336
+

x5

504
− 31x6

2016
. (B.5)

with x = β
7 . We can immediately conclude that if x is such that u is a small parameter

then v is suppressed by another factor of x.

12http://wwwmathlabo.univ-poitiers.fr/∼maavl/LiE/
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C
Parametrization of G2 Elements in Terms

of Class-Angles

As G2 is quite a ’large’ group, numerical update algorithms for Monte-Carlo simulations
of G2 are very involved and therefore numerically expensive. Since all the terms in the
effective actions in eqs. (2.141) and (2.155) only depend functions like the trace and the
determinant of G2 elements we can use a much simpler update algorithm. We already
saw in section A.2 that the trace in the fundamental representation is a class function
that is independent of the choice of a basis:

tr (V UV −1) = trU , U , V ∈ G . (C.1)

This is of cause also true for the determinant:

det(V UV −1) = detU , U , V ∈ G . (C.2)

Since the effective action depends on the Polyakov loops only through class functions
we can evaluate the effective action in an arbitrary basis, moreover we can choose to
calculate every class function in the eigenbasis of its operand. Since all operands in
the effective action (2.155) are of the form (1 + hW ) or hW

(1+hW )n the eigenbasis of the
operands is the eigenbasis of W . The eigenvalues of W are functions of the class angles
only. Hence, in a Monte-Carlo simulation we have to sample only over the class angles
and not over the whole gauge group. For the case of G2 this simplifies and speeds up
our Metropolis algorithm drastically. The eigenvalues of a G2 element in terms of the
class angles can be found by diagonalizing the elements of the maximal torus T of G2.
Elements t of T can be parameterized as

t(x, y) = exp[xC5] exp[
√

3yC11] , (C.3)
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where C5 and C11 are the fifth and eleventh Generator of G2 according to [107]. This
leads to the following diagonal form of t

t(x, y) =



1

e−i(x−y)

ei(x−y)

e−2iy

e2iy

e−i(x+y)

ei(x−y)


, x, y ∈ [0, π] .

(C.4)
When we integrate over class functions it is sufficient to integrate over the class angles
only, this is done by using the reduced Haar measure. For G2 the reduced Haar measure
is given by [95]

dµred =(4χ3
(7) − χ

2
(7) − 2χ(7) − 10χ(7)χ(14) + 7− 10χ(14) − χ2

(14)) (C.5)

· (7− χ2
(7) − 2χ(7) + 4χ(14))dφ1dφ2 (C.6)

Where χ(7) and χ(14) are the characters of the fundamental and the adjoint representation
given by

χ(7) =1 + 2 cosφ1 + 2 cosφ2 + 2 cos(φ1 + φ2) ,

χ(14) =2(1 + cosφ1 + cos(φ1 − φ2) + cosφ2 + cos(φ1 + φ2)

+ cos(2φ1 + φ2) + cos(φ1 + 2φ2)) .

The angles x, y and φ1, φ2 are related by

x =
φ1 − φ2

2
, y =

φ1 + φ2

2
. (C.7)

And thus the area of integration is φ1, φ2 ∈ [0, 2π].
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